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Riassunto

Questa tesi tratta differenti aspetti délia superconduttivitâ in materiali senza

un centro d'inversionc. Questo studio mira a chiarire varie propriété non con-

venzionali osservate recentemente ncllo stato superconduttore del materiale

CePt3Si.

Dopo un accenno all'evoluzione storica délia superconduttivitâ, si discu-

tono i principali risultati sperimentali riguardanti il composto CePtsSi. Ven-

gono quindi presentati i "Teoremi di Anderson", che dettano le simmetrie

necessarie per l'accoppiamento di tipo spin-singoletto e spin-tripletto.

Si affronta poi il tema del formalismo matematico utilizzato dalla teo-

ria BCS nella descrizione dello stato superconduttore in termini di cop-

pie di Copper di tipo spin-singoletto e spin-tripletto. Si dimostra che, in

materiali con un'interazione spin-orbita e una struttura cristallina senza

un centro d'inversione, la simmetria d'inversione nello spazio dei vcttori

d'onda k è assente a causa della presenza di una parte anti-simmetrica

neirinterazione spin-orbita (ASOC). Contrariamente a quanto solitamente

pensato, l'accoppiamento di tipo spin-tripletto non è completamente escluso

in questo tipo di materiali. Il limite paramagnetico e la suscettibilita statica

e uniforme degli spin sono analizzati per entrambi i tipi di accoppiamento:

spin-singoletto e spin-tripletto. Questi risultati sono applicati ai materiali

MnSi e CePt8Si.

La teoria dei gruppi puntuali viene utilizzata per classificare lo stato su¬

perconduttore in materiali caratterizzati da una forte ASOC. In questo caso,

la superconduttivitâ non puo essere semplicemente classificata in termini di

spin-singoletto o spin-tripletto. Il paramétra d'ordine dello stato supercon¬

duttore è generalmente una sovrapposizione di queste due componenti. Le
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funzioni utilizzate per la descrizione dcllo stato superconduttore dei diversi

sistemi cristallini vengono classificate e catalogate. Si fornisce inoltre un

elenco di materiali superconduttori senza un centro di inversione. La forma

generale deH'intcrazione d'accoppiamento include, oltre al Potenziale di tipo

spin-singoletto e spin-tripletto, un termine misto - del quale spieghiamo lo-

rigine microscopica - che descrive la diffusione tra le coppie di Cooper con

differenti spin.

In materiali con una forte ASOC è conveniente e interessante descrivere lo

stato normale del sistema attraverso le due bande non degenerate create dalla

presenza den"ASOC. Utilizzando come esempio CePtsSi si effettua 1'analisi

strutturale del parametro d'ordine dello stato superconduttore più sirnmet-

rico, chiamato stato "s-wave", in funzione dell'interazione d'accoppiamento

e délia densità degli stati nelle due bande non degenerate. Si discute in¬

oltre la presenza di linee nodali nel gap delle quasi-particelle. Questi nodi

sono essenziali per spicgare le recenti misure effettuate a basse temperature

riguardanti il tasso di rilassamento degli spin, la profondità di penetrazione

di London e la conduttività termica. La dipendenza della posizione dei nodi

dalla temperatura viene anchessa analizzata e discussa.

Infine viene indagato Feffetto del disordine sullo stato superconduttore "s-

wave", con particolare attenzione alio studio della dipendenza della temper¬

atura critica e della suscettibilità degli spin dalla concentrazione di impurità

non magnetiche.



Abstract

This thesis deals with different aspects of superconductivity in materials

without an inversion center. Our study aims at clarifying various non-

conventional properties observed in the recently discovered heavy Fermion

superconductor CePtaSi.

After a brief historical introduction on the phenomenon of superconduc¬

tivity, we discuss the main experimental data characterizing superconductiv¬

ity in CePt3Si. Then, we introduce "Anderson's theorems", which show the

necessary symmetries required for spin-singlet and spin-triplet pairing.

We explain the BCS formalism, which is used to describe superconductiv¬

ity in terms of spin-singlet and spin-triplet Cooper pairs. Then, we show that

in materials with significant spin-orbit coupling and without an inversion cen¬

ter, the inversion symmetry in fc-space is lifted by antisymmetric spin-orbit

coupling (ASOC). We show that, in contrast to the common belief, spin-

triplet pairing is not entirely excluded in such systems. The paramagnetic

limiting and static uniform spin susceptibility are analyzed for both spin-

singlet and spin-triplet pairing. We apply the results to the cases of MnSi

and CePt3Si.

We use the point group theory to classify the superconducting states in

materials with large ASOC. In this case superconductivity cannot be classi¬

fied in terms of the spin-singlet or the spin-triplet. The superconducting order

parameter is, in general, a mixture of these two components. Thus, we list

the basis functions relevant for the classification of this type of superconduc¬

tivity for the different crystal systems. In addition, for each crystal system,

we provide a list of superconducting materials without an inversion center.

The general form of the pairing interaction includes, in addition to the spin-
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singlet and spin-triplet pairing potential, a mixing term which describes the

scattering of Cooper pairs with different total spin. The micriscopic origin

of this last term is explained.

In materials with large ASOC, it is convenient to describe the normal

state through the two non-degenerate bands generated by the presence of

the ASOC. Using the example of CePt3Si, we determine the structure of the

order parameter for the most symmetric pairing state, the so-called "s-wave"

state, as a function of the pairing interaction and the distribution of the

density of states in the two non-degenerate bands. Moreover, we explore the

possibility of the presence of accidental line nodes in the quasiparticle gap.

Such nodes are essential for the explanation of the recent low-temperature

measurement of NMR-Tj"1, London penetration depth and heat conductance.

We also show that the position of these line nodes will, in general, depend

on temperature.

Finally, we investigate the effect of disorder for the "s-wave" pairing state.

In particular, we study the dependence of the critical temperature and static

uniform spin susceptibility on the impurity concentration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The complete disappearance of DC electric resistivity of a material at suffi¬

ciently low temperatures was first observed in 1911 by H. Kamerlingh Onnes.

This phenomenon took the name of superconductivity. Only after more than

thirty years, in 1957, three theorists, J. Bardeen, L. Cooper, and J. Schrieffer,

found a satisfactory theoretical picture of this phenomenon [1]. This theory,

commonly called the BCS theory, is based on Cooper's theorem, which shows

the instability of the ground state of an electron gas in the presence of an ar¬

bitrarily small attractive interaction against the formation of bound electron

states, called Cooper pairs.

In most superconductors, the attraction between electrons is due to the

mediation of the electron-electron interaction by the vibrational modes of

the crystal: the phonons. In this case, the attractive interaction is almost

isotropic, so that the Cooper pairs are formed in a state with zero orbital

momentum, L = 0, and zero total spin, Stot = 0, the so-called spin-singlet

s-wave pairing. This type of superconductivity is called conventional

The same theoretical approach was applied with success to explain the

complete disappearance of viscosity in the Fermionic liquid 3He [2]. However,

the mechanism inducing superfluidity in 3He is quite different. The Cooper

pairing is due to the interaction between nuclear spins of helium-3 atoms

mediated by the fluctuation of the liquid magnetization: the paramagnon. In

this case, the interaction is essentially anisotropic and leads to the formation

of Cooper pairs with orbital momentum L = 1 and total spin S^t = 1, the
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so-called spin-triplet p-wave pairing.

These two examples belong to the body of the most well-understood

quantum many-body problems in physics. However, at the end of the 70s,

superconductivity once again became a problem full of questions with the

discovery of superconductivity in heavy fermion materials, first in CeCu2Si2,

then in UBei3 and UPt3. In 1986, the field attracted additional attention

when Bednorz and Müller opened the era of high-Tf superconductors with

the discovery of superconductivity in (La,Sr)2Cu04. These superconductors

show unconventional properties, those of the heavy fermions much more sig¬

nificantly than those of the high-Tc.

Heavy fermions are compounds containing rare earth or actinide ions

whose /-shell electrons are strongly correlated. These / electrons determine

the properties of quasiparticles at the Fermi level, giving rise to a large ef¬

fective mass. In these compounds, the strong electron-electron correlation is

considered responsible for superconductivity. But, up until now, the micro¬

scopic origin of pairing in these materials has remained obscure.

In 1984, Ott et al. observed the T3 law in the specific heat of UBei3 [3].

Consequently, such power laws have been measured in other quantities, such

as ultrasonic attenuation, NMR relation rate, thermal conductivity and Lon¬

don penetration depth. The generalization of the BCS theory to anisotropic

pairing state led to the understanding of such power laws as a consequence

of gapless excitations in the particle spectrum. The term unconventional su¬

perconductivity was introduced to indicate the deviation from the ordinary

s-wave BCS state. Moreover, the development of phenomenological theories

of unconventional superconductivity [4,5] led to the understanding of many

physical properties characterising this class of superconductors, and in some

cases permitted the identification of the pairing symmetry.

The aim of this thesis is to extend the BCS theory to the case of mate¬

rials without an inversion center and to calculate some basic properties of

the superconducting state in CePt3Si, which is a Ce-based heavy Fermion

superconductor whose crystal structure lacks inversion symmetry.
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Figure 1.1: Crystal structure of (YPt:iSJ.

1.1 Superconductivity in CePt^Si

In 2004, the group of E. Bauer reported the discovery of superconductivity

in the heavy fermion compound CePt3Si [Oj. Its crystal structure is tetia-

gonal, space group P4mm, with a generating point group <\„. The material

has no inversion center due lo the lack of the inhror plane perpendicular to

the c-axis. see Fig. 1.1. CePl.jSi exhibits an antiferroinaguetic transition at

7'N ~ 2.2A.' followed by a transition into a heavy fermion superconducting

state at Tr ~ 0.75A
.
The magnetic structure of the antiferroinaguetic or¬

der has been determined by Neutron scattering. The magnetic moments are

ordered ferrouiagiietically in the ab-plane, and are stacked antiferromagneti-

cally along the c-axis [7J. The Mtion-Spin Rotation (//SU) seems to indicate

tlie iuici'oKcoi)ic coexistence of magnet ism and superconductivity [8]. Super¬

conductivity and antifervoniagnetism an1 suppressed by hydrostatic pressure

on the order of Ihe GPa [9,10], Whether oi not the superconductivity is

constrained within the magnetic phase is still unknown. The location of the

superconducting dome close to the autifenomagnetic quantum phase transi¬

tion indicates that Cooper pairing may be mediated by magnetic fluctuation.

Ccl't3Si attracted wide interest because of a surprisingly high upper criti¬

cal field 11,2. Its value at T — 0 was first determined on a polycrystalline

sample by the group of E. Bauer [6], //^(O) 57', and then measured in a

monociystal by the group of T. Yasuda, //^(O) — 2.7 — 3.2T [11], see Fig.
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Figure 1.2: The upper critical temperature Hc2 measured in CePt3Si as a

function of temperature. The left plot shows the result for a polycrystalline

sample, from [6]. The right plot shows the result for a monocrystal, from [11].

1.2. In both cases ^(O) exceeds the paramagnetic limiting field Up, which

can be estimated using the standard BCS relation [5]

Hp =

Ao l.25kBTc
1T<HC2. (1.1)

V2fiB ßn

In a superconductor with an inversion center, spin-singlet pairing is energeti¬

cally unfavorable in the field higher than Hp. The high HC2 can be interpreted

as a signal of spin-triplet superconductivity.

In Chaper 2, we show that the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling

associated with the absence of an inversion center in the material induces

a drastic reduction of the paramagnetic limiting in the case of spin-singlet

pairing [12-16]. We also show that, under such conditions, all except one

class of spin-triplet pairing channels are suppressed [12].

The absence of the inversion symmetry leads to a breakdown of the strict

classification into even-parity spin-singlet and odd-parity spin-triplet; these

states are mixed, resulting in a state containing both components [17-20].

The classification of the possible superconducting states using point group

analysis is the subject of Chapter 3.

The analysis of the results concerning the nuclear magnetic relaxation rate
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1

T/Tc

Figure 1.3: Temperature dependence of the nuclear spin lattice relaxation

rate 1/TiT, from M. Yogi et al. [21]. The solid line is a tentative fit calculated

assuming an isotropic spin-triplet state. The dashed line indicates a fit by

line-node gap.

1/T{T, obtained by Pt-NMR [21,22], the London penetration depth [23] and

thermal conductivity [24] can serve to identify the possible pairing symmetry.

All measurements give evidence of the possible presence of line nodes in the

quasiparticle gap. Moreover, the magnetic relaxation rate exhibits a peak

just below Tr, indicating the presence of an isotropic component, see Fig.

1.3. In Chapter 4, we study the structure of the most symmetric pairing

state, termed "s-wave". It turns out that if the "s-wave" pairing is mostly

spin-triplet, then there arc line nodes in the quasiparticle gap [17]. R.ecent

numerical calculations of ljT{T confirm the compatibility of this state with

experiments [25]. In the last part of this work, Chapter 5, we analyze the

effect of disorder on the "s-wave" pairing state.
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1.2 Cooper pairs and Anderson's theorem

In the context of the BCS theory, it is possible to show that the ability of the

attractive electron-electron interaction VSXS2fSi ^ (k, k') to form Cooper pairs

with zero momentum relies on the degeneracy of the eigenstates, |fc',si) and

| - k',s'2), of the single particle Hamiltonian Ht-

In his famous paper of 1959, Anderson showed that the spin-singlet

pairing between the state |fc,T) and | - fe,|) is possible if their energies

Hr\k,]) = Ek^\k,J\) andftr|-fc,l) = E_kl\-k,l) are the same Ek^ = E_ki

[26]. Since those two states are connected by time reversal symmetry K.

JC|M> = |-M>, (1-2)

the symmetry necessary to form Cooper pairs with zero total momentum is

the time reversal symmetry JC, i.o K, Ht &~l = tir-

In 1984, Anderson extended this type of analysis to spin-triplet supercon¬

ductors [27], He showed that, in addition to the time reversal symmetry /C,

the inversion symmetry J is necessary to guarantee the degeneracy among

the four different states: |fc, T), | - k, T), |ft, 1) and | - k, f). In fact, X reverses

only k. Thus,

£|fc,T> = I-AU),

J|fc,î) = l-fc.T),

This led to the belief that the spin-triplet superconductivity would be in¬

discriminately suppressed in the absence of the inversion symmetry. The

discovery of CePt3Si seems, however, to contradict this conclusion.



Chapter 2

First consequences of the lack

of an inversion center

2.1 BCS formalism, Gork'ov equations

Consider the effective Hamiltoiiian in momentum space given by

where c! (cks) creates (annihilates) an electron with momentum k and

spin 8. Ht is the term describing the normal state of the system, while

K,1.,3i.,'.!.,'1(fc,fe') denotes the matrix element (k,s\;-k,s2\V\-k',s'2,k',^) which

acts on the Cooper channel. The operator V is a general effective electron-

electron interaction which is attractive over a small range close to the Fermi

surface. The pairing potential has the following symmetries

V.,1S2,^ (k, k') = -VS2Sus!^ {-k, k')

= -Vs^,s^(k,-k') = v:,s^2H(k',k) (2.2)

to ensure that the Fermion sign and the time reversal symmetry (/C) be

preserved. The BCS solution of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.1), is obtained by
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mean-field approximation. We define the mean field potential by

k',s2,si

^W-*) = - E
^

W8« (k,k')(cls/_kJ. (2.3)

fV jof) ;
fil

The brackets (A) denote the expectation value Tr[exp(-ßH)A]/Tr[exp(~ßH)].
The amplitude of the mean field potential is the order parameter of the su¬

perconducting phase. If the fluctuations ((cV - (c;T^T))2) << {éé)2 are

small, the many-body problem of Eq. (2.1) is reduced to the one particle

Hamiltonian

k,Sl,S2

+ luE [^W*> chJ-k« - *«*(-») e-k-Sk*] • (2-4)
k -'i.*a

Here, we omitted the term containing only the mean field but not the oper¬

ators as it only gives a contribution to the ground state energy. From Eq.

(2.2) and Eq. (2.3), it is clear that the order parameter has the following

symmetry

Â(fe) = -ÂT(-fc). (2.5)

In superconductors with an inversion center, the order parameter A(fc) has

the symmetry of the Cooper pairing wave function in fe-space. In this case,

the Kramer's degeneracy (due to the time reversal symmetry) allows the

classification of the Cooper pairs in terms of their pseudo spin. The term

spin and pseudo spin will be used synonymously in the following text. In the

case of spin-singlet pairing, A(fe) is an antisymmetric matrix which can be

described by a single even function ip(k) — i>(-k),

A(fc) - i/>(k)0y = ( ° ^ ) = tf(ft)(| Tl) - | ft)). (2.6)
V -^(*) ° /

In the case of spin-triplet pairing, the spin component of the wave function

corresponding to the three different spin projections on the quantization axis
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can be written as,

Sz

1 ITT) =

0 ITD + IIT)

-1 1 U> -

1 0

0 0

0 1

1 0
(2.7)

0 0

0 1

Thus, in general, the orbital part has three different components. The for¬

malism used in this case involves an odd vectorial function d(k) = -d(k) and

the Pauli matrices & — (ôx,âv,âz)

Â(k) = (d &)iôy
-dx(k) + idy(k) dz(k)

dz(k) dx(k) + idy(k)

= (-dx(k) + idy(k))\ TT) + dz(k)(\ T|) + I IT» + (dx(k) + idy(k))\ li).

(2.8)

The functions ip(k) and d(k) are classified using basis functions belonging to

the irreducible representation of the point groups of the crystal. This type

of pairing function is often called s-, p-, or d-wave, etc., according to its

ft-symmetry

o/LÂ(k) = Â(afc) with L = 0,1,2, • • respectively. (2.9)

In our work, we will study superconductivity using the quantum field ap¬

proach [28]. The formulation of the theory in terms of Green's function

allows one to solve a wide range of problems. For example, to study the ef¬

fect of disorder, see Chapter 5. We introduce, for this purpose, two different

Green's functions. The regular Green's function

GXll(k,r) = -(TT{cktX(r)c^
and the so called anomalous Green's functions

(0)}) (2.10)

FA/„(fe,r) = (Tr{ckJr)c_kJO)})

Fl(k,r) = (TT{c[kx(r)ck4t(Q)}) (2.11)
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where ckx(r) = exp(r?f)c^ Aexp(—rW) are fermion operators in the Mat¬

subara representation, and TT is the time ordering operator with respect to

the imaginary time r. The functions G and F satisfy a system of differ¬

ential equations which are commonly called Gork'ov equations. Taking the

derivative with respect to r,

^ = -KAr) -(r,{^t,,(o,})
= -«MM

+ E [-(k,X\HT\k,s2)Gmi(k,r) + Ax^(k) FJJk,r)j ,

where we used

dck',AT)
er^

Or
- eHT [«'<*•]
= -E[(^^r|fc',.S2)cfc^(r)

+ l-lAa,^(k')-As,hA-k')}J , (r

and going to the Matsubara momentum-frequency representation

Gx„(k,iujn) = ^<-'~tUnTOxfi(k,r) etc.,

where un = TTkBT(2n + 1) is the fermion Matsubara frequency, we find the

Gor'kov equations, which read

Gü\k,itün)G(k,iLün)+A(k)F*(k,iun) = â0 (2.12)

G^T(~k,~itün)FHk,iLün)-A\k)G(k,Mn) = 0 (2.13)

G^(k,iLün)F(k,iLün) - A(k)GT(~k,-iLün) = 0, (2.14)

where G^1(k,iwn) = {wnôç> — (k\H.T\k))- Together with the gap equation

the Gork'ov equations Eqs (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) determine G and F. The

knowledge of G and F allows one to evaluate different physical quantities

characterizing the superconducting phase.
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2.2 Antisymmetric spin-orbit coupling

The model used in this work to describe the normal state of the material

without an inversion center has the following single-particle Hamiltonian:

Ht = H0 + H', (2.16)

with

no = E^cLcfe,' <2-17)

k,s

rf = *E (»fc-^K,^- (2-18)

k,.i,.i'

The band energy Çk = ek
— /j, is measured relative to the chemical potential /.i,

and agk a introduces the antisymmetric spin-orbit coupling (ASOC) with

a as a coupling constant (we set {g'k)k - 1 where {)k denotes the integral

over the Fermi surface / -j& ).

Here follows a brief discussion on the origin and some basic properties

of this Hamiltonian. In a crystal lattice, the electrons move in a periodic

potential U(r). In the absence of inversion symmetry, there is no symmetry

point in the unit cell relative to which U(r) = U{—r) is satisfied. This

also implies that the Bloch function does not have the property uk(r) =

u_k(—r). Ignoring, for the moment, relativistic effects, the potential yields

the following contribution to the single-particle Hamiltonian:

Hp = W <Pr*%(r)U(r)«k(r)c1kacka
k,s

Ju-C-

= E/ ^«_fc(r)y(r)«fc(r)c];-cfel = X)&(fc)CjfcjCfc-.(2.19)
,s k,s

The integral runs over the unit cell of the lattice. The resulting potential

Ü(k) is even in k, i.e. 0(k) = 0(—k). On this (non-relativistic) level, the

lack of inversion symmetry does not affect the band structure, which remains

symmetric under the operation k —> —k due to time reversal symmetry, i.e.

the fact that u*k(r) = u_k(r).

Now, we include the spin-orbit coupling (SOC). The symmetric SOC of

each ion couples different atomic orbitals and requires a multi-orbital de¬

scription. In this way, the spins would be converted into pseudo spins, which
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can be handled formally in the same way as the original spins. For our pur¬

pose, the most important influence of this would be an anisotropic #-tensor

which could be straightforwardly introduced into the following discussion and

would affect the susceptibility of the normal and superconducting phase in

the same way. For the sake of simplicity, however, we will keep the «/-tensor

isotropic here. The effect of spin-orbit coupling on the pairing interaction is

ignored here, but it will be discussed later in Chapter 4.

For a lattice without inversion symmetry, SOC already appears at the

level of a single-band model yielding the ASOC term H', Eq. (2.18) [29].

The vector function agk is derived from the relativistic correction -^-^[v x

^rU{r)\ S, which yields

a9k = -^[ d*r{Jk(r)xVrU(r)} (2.20)

with

Jk(r) = ^iK(r)(ik + ^r)uk(r)+uk(r)(ik-Vr)u%(r)} . (2.21)

It is easy to verify that agk = 0, if U(r) — U(—r) and uk(—r) = u_k(r).
In the absence of inversion symmetry, however, gk is finite and satisfies

gk = -<7_fci since J_k(r) = ~Jk(r) (note if gk ~ g_k this implies time

reversal symmetry is broken). With these properties, it is now clear that the

Hamiltonian Hr is invariant under time reversal K but not under inversion

operation T, because

and

®9k<7^ a9-k • & = ~a9k

agu • <* —^ ~

®9-k er = agk-<r.

The ASOC yields a modified band structure. We parameterize the normal

state Green's function by

Go(k, iwn) - G° (k, iujn)è0 + (gk &)G°_(k, iun) (2.22)

where

i r i ii

(2.23)
I

G±(k,iu)n) = -

-£k~a\9k\ iun-£k + a\9k\.
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and gk = gkj\gk\ (\g\ = \/g^). The band splits into two spin dependent

parts with energies £^2 = £ ± a\g\. The spinor is twisted on the two bands

in a way that is described by the antisymmetric part of the Green's function,

{gk-à)G°_{k,iojn).

2.3 Selection of the superconducting state

Now we turn to the superconducting phase and introduce the general pairing

interaction

1

Kpair =
g
E VilM,^ (k, k') 4lfllCUS2C-fcV3CfcV, (2-24)

The pairing potential can be written in the form

a

+ J2vb(db(k)-f)^(dh(k')-T)l^i (2.25)
b

where rSl,,2 = (iav)slS3, and, rsii.2 = (MTa*)^^. We use the BCS decoupling

scheme and determine the linearized gap equation in order to calculate the

transition temperature Tc:

Ass,(k) = -^EE ^.fc'^i^''^^'-^^^'«^*'' -iu,J

(2.26)
where Vfcfc/ = J2ava^a(k)ipa(k') + £,,«/, dh(ftH(fc')- The gap function is

decomposed into a spin-singlet [ip(k)] and a triplet [d(k)] part, A(fe) =

{tp(k)âo + d(fc) • à}i<jy. For simplicity, we assume that the gap functions

have the same magnitude on both Fermi surface sheets. Replacing (2.22) in

Eq. (2.26) allows us to write the linearized gap equations as

<</;(*:) = -kBTE Vkk{[G, G+ + G„G„Mik') + [G+G- +G-G, }gk, -d(k')}
n,k'

(2.27)
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and

d(k) = ~kBTj2vk,k'ttG\G\ +G-G.]d(k')

n,k'

+ 2G_G_[gk,{gk, - d(k'j) - d(k')} + [G, G_ + GM^g^k') }

(2.28)

where we have used the short notation: GaGb = Ga(k,iwn)Gb(—k, —iuin)

with a,b = ±. For finite a, the spin-singlet and triplet pairing channel are

coupled. However, this coupling

N'
kBTT[G+G- + G-G+} oc a-jt

n,K

depends on the degree of particle-hole asymmetry Nq or the difference of

the density of states on the two Fermi surface sheets. The effect of this

term is considered in detail in Chapter 4. Here we consider Nq = 0. In this

particular case, the "singlet" and "triplet" pairing channels can be considered

separately. However, as we will see in Section 2.5, independent of the particle-

hole asymmetry, the Cooper pairs result in a mixture of spin-singlet and

spin-triplet pairs [19].

For spin-singlet pairing, it is convenient to perform the sum over the

Matsubara frequency ujn first

kBTYp+G+ + G„GA = fE{^^}

4 \6
tann ( —r—z; I + it tanh

2kBTj & \2kBT

In the weak coupling approach, we replace the sum over k by ^2k —>

Nuf-lf d£, where the integral over the band energy £ is bounded by the

cutoff energy e:fi

kBTJ LCd^N0Y^[G,G, +G_G_]-
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Here 27/^ w 1.14, where In 7
~ G ss 0.577 is called the Euler constant. We

find in this way that the transition temperature (Tc) is given by

hi (w)=° ii) (2-2Q)
T 7 V f

c

The transition temperature remains essentially unchanged from kßTcs =

1.14cc cxp(—l/N0vs). Here TM is Tc for a = 0, and vg is given by vstp(k) =

For triplet pairing, the equation for Tc is obtained by permuting the order

between the energy integration and the Matsubara sum. First we perform

the unbounded integration

j_jt\G^-G-GA = ü^e{]2n+l\+iPk + l2n+n-ipk}-
(2.30)

with pk = a\gk\/-ïïkBTr. The Matsubara sum of the expression (2.30) is

clearly divergent. But summing and subtracting l/|w„|

/OO
1

^[(7tG, -G.G.] = ttEt^

Rcy,
2 J" 1 l\

e2-^kfiT\2n-l + ipk 2n-l/'

the logarithmic divergency of the first term is cutoff at the boundary fre¬

quency ec

|üJ»|<Cc

! r
,

27ef
In

|w„| \irkBT/

In this way, it is easy to find the expression for the transition temperature

In (^) = <{|d(fc)|2 - \gk d(k)\*}f(pk))k + O (jpj (2.31)

where kBTct = tccxp(—l/WoV<) with vtd(k) = (Vkkid(k'))ki and pk =

a\gk\/^kBTr. We use the normalized gap function with (|d(fc)|2)^, = 1 in

all numerical calculations. The function f(p) is defined as

m -"{•(t)-*(V)}- <"»>
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T/T
c ct

0.5

2 3
0/t.T

B ct

Figure 2.1: Transition temperature as a function of a for gk = (-ky,kx,0).

The curves from top to bottom correspond to d = ykx — xky, d = ykx + xkv,

and d = xkx + yky + zkz, respectively.

Here we have introduced the digamma function ty(z) defined by *(z) =

d/dzln(z\).
The correction term in Eq. (2.31) suppresses Tc in general. For a spherical

Fermi surface and a = 0, all gap functions with a given relative angular

momentum I have the same Tc. Eq.(2.32) determines how this degeneracy

is lifted by the broken inversion symmetry. The highest Tc is obtained for a

state with d(k) \\ gk, for which the right-hand side of Eq.(2.31) vanishes and

Te = Tct. Hence, we conclude that spin-triplet pairing is not indiscriminately

suppressed in the absence of an inversion center. In principle, there may

be spin-triplet pairing states which are completely unaffected by the lack of

inversion symmetry, taking advantage of the spinor structure induced by gk.

agk a can be derived microscopically, as described in the previous sec-
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tion [14,29]. However, for qualitative studies, it is sufficient to deduce the

structure of the g-vector from symmetry arguments, as shown in detail in

Chapter 3. Here we consider the form of gk for two examples: MnSi and

CePt3Si. We start with the space group that corresponds to the basic "point

group" symmetry G. Due to the lack of inversion symmetry, this group is

reduced to a subgroup G'. The correction term gk cr is invariant under

all transformations of G', but not of G. MnSi has the cubic space group

P2i3. The point group is only the tetrahedral group T C Oh- The symmetry

breaking terms satisfying the above conditions correspond to the irreducible

representations A2u and Aiu of Oh which map to A[ of T. The expansion in

k leads to (we assume a spherical Fermi surface for simplicity)

gk = ai[kx,kv,kz] + a2[kx(k2y - k2),ky(k2 - k%kz(k2x - k'2)}. (2.33)

The d-vector, which remains unaffected by the lack of inversion symmetry,

is parallel to gk. Consequently, there are stringent conditions for triplet

superconductivity in MnSi. However how strict these conditions are depend

on the relative size of ai/o^ and on the strength of the ASOC. Up to now,

there are no numerical estimations of d\ and «2-

CePt3Si is a tetragonal system with space group P4mm. Here, the re¬

moval of the inversion center leads to the point group G4u C D^u, which

corresponds to the loss of the basal plane as a mirror plane (z —> —z). One

finds that gk<r = kxay - ky<rx, which is a basis function of A2u of D^. This

term has the form of the well-known R.ashba spin-orbit coupling [30]. The

<7-vector has only two nodes lying along the [001]-direction. In Fig. 2.1, we

show the reduction of various spin-triplet pairing states with this g-vector.

The favored pairing state of the p-wave type is: d(k) = xky — ykx in A2v of

D4h, while other p-wave pairing states are severely suppressed for a > kBTc.

Let us consider the situation of a system with an unbiased spin-triplet

pairing interaction Vk fc'
= vt k k'. In the absence of antisymmetric spin-

orbit coupling, the critical temperatures of the different p-wave states are

degenerate. In the weak coupling limit, the Balian-Werthamer state d(k) =

xkx+yky+zkz is the most stable state for a spherical surface. This is because

its nodeless structure provides the largest condensation energy. However,

with the increment of the ASOC strength a, its critical temperature quickly
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decreases. We have, in this case, a first transition to the protected spin-

triplet state and if a is small enough (a < kBTct), we will observe a second

transition to the Balian-Werthamer state at lower temperature. This is not

the case for CePt3Si, since band structure calculations show a » kBTc [31].

2.4 Paramagnetic limiting field

Lifting the degeneracy of the spins is detrimental to spin-singlet supercon¬

ductivity, an effect known as paramagnetic limiting. Spin-triplet pairing is

less vulnerable in this respect. In the absence of inversion symmetry, how¬

ever, this effect of pair breaking is modified. It is well known that impurity

spin-orbit scattering reduces the effect of paramagnetic limiting [32-34]. We

will show that an analogous effect occurs in systems with broken inversion

symmetry. For simplicity, we ignore the effect of orbital pair breaking and

include the magnetic field only through its coupling to the spin. Our aim

is to demonstrate the effect of finite a on the paramagnetic limiting and

a discussion for the upper critical field Hc2 is given in [35]. We replace

agk — gk
= agk

— h with h — u.BH. The linear gap equation yields the

transition temperatures for a continuous onset of superconductivity. We first

consider a spin-singlet pairing (i/}(k)). In this case, Eq. (2.27) becomes

m = -kBTY,Vkik>{[GiG++g+k,-gk>G-G_\Hk')}
n,k'

= -^EVk.ki{^+^)+9ti-9ki(Fl~F]M(k')},
n,k'

where we introduce g± -

agk ±h,gk= 9k/\gk\, and,

1

K + i(|s+,| ± |0-,|)]3 + fcfc, + l(\g-r\ t \g+k,\)}2
l

K - !(!<^l ± l%l)P + Kfc< - 2-d^l t \g+ki\)}2
"

Fl(k',i<jn) = \
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Evaluating the sum over k' first and then the Matsubara sum, as done pre¬

viously to obtain Eq. (2.31), we derive the equation determining Tc

Kë) - (*P{[«#+fH>]

with pk
= \otgk + h\/2wkBTc ± \agk - h\/2irkßTc. If it is possible to choose

h X gk for all k (as it is for CePt3Si), then in the small Tc{h)/Tcs limit,

the paramagnetic limiting field obeys h'2lnh' = —ct2 hi(Tc/Tcs); with h! =

\h\/TrkBTcs. In particular, the paramagnetic limiting field diverges as T —» 0

(Fig. 2.2).
For the spin-triplet channel, we obtain analogously from Eq. (2.28)

d(k) = -kBTj2VkX {lG+G+ -9k> g-kiG-G.]d{k')
n,k'

- G-G_[gk,(gl, - d(fc')) + fl*të£ • d(k'))]}
= -^fE^'{(^+/-)rf(fc/)

n,k'

+ (H ~ F-)\9k>(Sv d{k')) + gk,(g'ki d(k')) + (£j, - gk,)d(k')}} ,

The corresponding equation governing Tc reads

>(£) (^(N*^
°292k h2

r - 1
+

[(^fc+^(afffc-^]V2 W
"

/(^}J
j , fc

+([/(pft) - /(Pfc)j [(ûgfc+/l)2(û9fe_ W/S ;fc ^

For a = 0 there is no paramagnetic limiting, provided d(k) h ^ 0 can

be found for all A;. According to Eq.(2.35), paramagnetic limiting is absent

if h _L d(k) for all k and d(k) || gk. Fig. 2.2 shows the paramagnetic

limiting field for a singlet state as a function of a obtained by Eq. (2.34),

with gk - (-~ky,kXl0), as for CePt3Si. For the field along the z-axis, (top
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Figure 2.2: The paramagnetic limiting field hp in units of kßTc for CePt3Si

in the case of the s-wave spin-singlet order parameter for different a values.

The top plot shows hp when the field is applied along the z-axis. The botton

plot shows the case with the field in the xy-plane.
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Figure 2.3: The paramagnetic limiting field hp for fields in the xy-plane

in units of kBTc for CePt3Si in the case of the protected spin-triplet order

parameter d = xky — ykx for different a values.
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plot), the figure illustrates the divergent paramagnetic limiting field at low

temperatures described earlier. In this case, we could argue that paramag¬

netic limiting for a singlet state is rendered less effective by the presence of

spin-orbit coupling. However, for the field in the xy-plane, (bottom plot),

the paramagnetic limiting field doesn't diverge at low temperature, and its

dependence on the spin-orbit coupling is small.

For the protected spin-triplet state d(k) = xkv-ykx, relevant for CePt3Si,

there is no paramagnetic limiting for fields along the z-axis. Its paramagnetic

limiting for fields in the xy-plane, shown by Fig. 2.3, becomes very similar

to that obtained for the singlet state at large a values.

It is important to study this system for single crystals, since for both the

spin-singlet and spin-triplet cases a large anisotropy in the paramagnetic lim¬

iting field is predicted. The experiments seem to shown that this anisotropy

is much smaller than expected [11]. Kaur et al. were able to show that this

anisotropy reduction is possibly induced by the presence of a finite q helical

phase [35],

However, the main result, for which, at large spin-orbit coupling a »

kBTc, the paramagnetic limiting field for spin-singlet states becomes similar

to that characterizing the protected spin-triplet state, still holds. Moreover,

as we will show in the next section, the Knight shift shows related effects of

the spin-orbit coupling.

2.5 Static uniform spin-susceptibility

For the following calculations, it is advantageous to discuss the superconduct¬

ing phase by means of Green's functions defined by Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11).
These Green's functions have to satisfy the Gor'kov equations introduced in

Eqs. (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14), which can be written in the following form

Gu\k,iun) + Â(k)G~l{~k,~iujn)Â\k)\ G{k,iujn) = ân. (2.36)

P(k, iujn) = G0(k, iüün)A(k)GT(-k, -iun). (2.37)

F\k, iujn) = Gl{-k, -iujn)Â^(k)G(k, iujn) (2.38)
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We assume that kBTc < a « eF and solve the equations (2.36, 2.37, 2.38) in

sequence. The solutions are formally the same for both spin-singlet, A(fc) =

i{tj>(k)}ây, and protected spin-triplet, A(fc) •— i{d(k)-â\ây, with d(k)\\g(k)

pairing. We find

G(k, iujn)

G±(iujn)

G+(k,u;n)âo + (gk &)G_{k,iun)

iuin + £i iun + £2

(ujI + \A\ + $) (u> + \A\*+$)
(2.39)

and

P(k, iujn) = [F, (k,iu)n)â0 + (gk â)F_(k,iun)]A(k),

Ff(fc, iujn) = Âf(fc)[F+(fc, iùjn)â0 + (Âfc à-)F_(k, wn)}

F±(k,iun)
1 1

(2.40)
(a£ + |A|a+tf) (u£ + |A|2 + $)

Note that the anomalous Green's function has less symmetry than the gap

function. In particular, A(fc) is either symmetric (singlet) or antisymmetric

(triplet) with respect to k —> — k, while the resulting anomalous Green's

function has both a symmetric and an antisymmetric component. This leads

to the mixing of the spin-singlet and spin-triplet Cooper pairs and has been

discussed by Gor'kov and Rashba in the case of 2D metals [19]. However,

F„ is an odd function in £ and doesn't contribute to the gap etiuation in its

weak coupling formulation. In this way, the magnitude of the gap ip = ip(k)
for the singlet s-wave order parameter can be approximated by the standard

and universal BCS gap equation,

1 1

Info/-) £ dx

^fîp2~^r~2
exp

7 kBT

(2.41)
-I-1

where T is expressed in units of Tc, ip in units of ij)(T = 0), where ip(T =

0)/kBTr = 7r/7 and G — ln(7) = 0.577 correspond to the Euler constant.

The deviation will be on the order (a/ec)2, with ec. the cutoff energy of the

attractive interaction, which is small in our case. For the protected spin-

triplet state d(k) = A/2/3Aogf(fc), we have

|Ao|SvNq ^ A0
1 _^n

Ag
atan

LO„

+
w»

Aol
(2.42)
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corresponding to the gap equation obtained for the ABM state [4].

In materials with a spatial inversion center, the measurement of the

Knight shift in the resonance frequency (ölu) by nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) is an important experimental tool in determining the nature of the

superconducting state. In particular, it allows the determination of the spin

structure of the Cooper pairs. The measurement of the temperature depen¬

dence of the ratio ôuj^/ôujn = Xs/Xn is a direct measurement of the behavior

of the spin susceptibility of the superconducting state (xs) (Xn is the spin-

susceptibility of the normal state). For spin-singlet superconductors, it is

known that the paramagnetic susceptibility depends on the density of nor¬

mal electrons, which vanishes at zero temperature. In the spin-triplet case,

the spin of the Cooper pairs can contribute to the susceptibility. In par¬

ticular, if the external field (if) is parallel to the spin of the Cooper pair

(H I. d), then the susceptibility coincides with that of the Fermi-liquid nor¬

mal state. This property was used to confirm spin-triplet superconductivity

experimentally, for example, in Sr2Ru04 [36].
In principle, for materials with strong spin-orbit coupling, the total mag¬

netic susceptibility cannot be split into separate orbital and spin parts. How¬

ever, if a « cF, it is possible to isolate the two components [37]. As shown

in Ref. [38], the spin susceptibility tensor Xij in the superconducting state

can be expressed as

Xij = -p.%kBT J2 J2Ti{âiG(k, tun)âjG(k, un) - âiF(k,ujn)è]P\k, u)n)}.
k w«

(2.43)

We first evaluate the trace over the spin

TrfaGiiùjJâjÔiiun)} = 2SUj{G2+(itün) - G2_(itün)} + 4^&2G2_(iuO

and

TiiàJXiLu^âJF\icjn)} -

<

'

-|0|2<yu{2[F2(ia^)-/^(i^)]

+4g2F'2 (iton)} for the singlet.

\d\2èUj{2[F2+{iujn)-F2_(iujn)\

—4g2Fl(iu)n)} for the triplet.
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If we assume a constant density of states AT(£) close to the Fermi surface,

then we can also replace here the sum over fc by Ylk ~~* ^o f '-^ f d£. In

the normal state, the integral over d£ cannot be carried out before the sum

over ojn, because the regular Green's function will be formally divergent [28].

Doing the sum first, we find that the normal state spin susceptibility

Xn = -mUrÎ1 EE2ö^i\-GlI («"") ~ Gl~(iw)] + i6iij9iGl-(«"»)
k w

- „2 x ^ f________n tf\. (____, ____\tf\

corresponds to the Pauli susceptibility %n = 2n2BNç]. Here we introduced the

Fermi distribution np(£) = (e^kßT + l)_1 and £i)2 = £ ± a\g\. We have to

note that, without the assumption of constant density of state N(£) = No,

the normal state susceptibility is anisotropic, see Section 4.4.

To avoid carrying out analytically the summation over w„ in the supercon¬

ducting state, we follow Abrikosov et al. and sum and subtract the expres¬

sion corresponding to the normal state [28]. The integral of the difference

between the integrands rapidly converges in this case. Consequently, the

order of summation of cun and fc can be interchanged.

Carrying out the summation over fc first, we found that the contribution

of the regular Green's function in Eq. (4.50) is the same for spin-singlet and

protected spin-triplet states

- ß%kBTE ETr^ö(fc> "n)àiG(k, LOn)} =

f kBTn^/ l-4,i |A(fc)f2

Xn\ 2 2- \ K + |A(fe)|2 + a2\gk\2) ^ + |A(fc)|2

2 |A(fc)]2 \ 1

+^K.+ |A(fc)|2>V2/fc/'

On the contrary, the contribution of the anomalous Green's function depends
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on the parity of the order parameter

l!2BkßTj2 E trWKk, un)àjF\k, ujn)}a,t =

uin k

^Ttt^// _0;-9k,i) WW?

K + IVW + a2\9k?) v^+PiP

-

l^(fe)l2 \ 1
flfc'*(w2 + |^(fc)|2)3/a

For a singlet gap function, we find a generalization of the result obtained

by Gork'ov and Rashba [19] and Bulaevskii et al. [13]

f, ,.m^-l l-9ji W>(k)\2

+fl
i^(fc)i2 \ 1 (2

44)

^^•«(w2 + Wfc)|2)3/2/fcJ-
lz'44j

For the triplet gap function (with d(k)\\gk), the susceptibility is inde¬

pendent of a

X. = x^kBT^(SLu^M_)k}. (,45,

More precisely, the contribution due to a from the regular Green's function

is cancelled out by the contribution of the anomalous Green's function.

We now apply the results to CePt3Si; this means gk oc (—kv,kx,0).
The spin-susceptibility for the singlet s-wave gap function is shown in Fig.

2.4. The top plot shows the corresponding behavior of the susceptibility

for the field along the z-axis (xn = Xz,z)- The bottom plot shows the spin

susceptibility for the field in the xy-plane (x± = Xx,x = Xy,y) as a function

of the temperature for three different values of the spin-orbit coupling (a).

For a 3> kBTc the x\\ approaches Xn and x± = Xn/2- We remark that the

susceptibility increases with the spin-orbit coupling strength. For very large

a values the resulting susceptibility looks very similar to that obtained for

the triplet p-wave gap function shown in Fig. 2.5. The similar properties of

the spin susceptibilities make it difficult to distinguish between a spin-triplet
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and a spin-singlet order parameter through NMR measurements in the strong

SOC limit. Due to the complicated band structure of CePt3Si [31] and the

coexistence of superconductivity with antiferromagnetism [39], our theory

does not provide a quantitative description for the spin susceptibility for

CePt3Si.

However, our approach illustrates the behavior expected at a qualitative

level. More precisely, the susceptibility, independent of the kind of pairing

and of the strength of the SOC, is more strongly suppressed in the xy-plane

than along the z-axis. This angle dependence of the static uniform suscepti¬

bility should be confirmed by NMR-Knight-shift measurements. Moreover,

our discussion supports the result obtained for the paramagnetic limiting field

hp, that the spin-singlet pairing state acquires a certain robustness against

pair breaking due to spin polarization [12]. A rough estimate of the zero-

temperature limiting field is obtained by comparison of superconducting con¬

densation and spin polarization energy, leading to

H «

k"Tr
. (2.46)

wi-x<er=o)/x„

In principle, this can become very large for fields along the z-axis and roughly

1- 2 Tesla for fields in the basal plane.

2.6 Discussion and conclusion

We start the discussion focusing on CePt3Si. We may adopt two different

points of view. First, there is a protected p-wave spin-triplet pairing state

(d(k) = xky — ykx). This may indeed explain the apparent absence of

paramagnetic limiting observed in polycrystaline samples [6]. On the other

hand, it is important to notice that superconductivity appears here in the

background of antiferromagnetic order (ïjv ~ 2K), and it seems more natural

to assume a spin-singlet type of pairing. In this case, we could argue that

paramagnetic limiting for a singlet state is rendered less effective by the

presence of spin-orbit coupling. This conclusion is also supported by the

results concerning the static uniform spin-susceptibility, which increase with

the strength of the spin-orbit coupling constant.
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However, the limiting case of large spin-orbit coupling relative to Tc shows

what could happen in materials like CePt3Si. For this limit, the paramagnetic

limiting field and the spin susceptibility have similar behavior for both spin-

singlet or protected spin-triplet states. In fact, the paramagnetic limiting

field of the uniform superconducting state has the same expression in the

limit ofa->oo

independent of the parity of the order parameter A(fc). This last can be

either spin-singlet A(fc) = ip(k) or A(fc) = d(fc) spin-triplet, respectively,

with the restriction to belong to the protected class of states, i.e d(k) \\ gk.

For the uniform spin susceptibility, we also obtain in this limit also a unified

expression

f
,
- W-2 |A(fc)|2 \ )

Xii =

Xn\l'kBTni\9kH^ + \A(k)\^2)kj-
As we will see in the next chapter the similarity between spin-singlet and pro¬

tected spin-triplet states lies in the fundamental relationship between these

states. In particular, we will sec that the spin singlet-state described by

A(fe) = 't/>(k) belongs to the same irreducible representation as the protected

spin-triplet state characterized by A(fc) = ip(k)gk.
Now we address the selection of the superconducting state on MnSi, which

does not show superconductivity in the vicinity of the quantum critical point

of a ferromagnetic state. Given our result that spin-triplet pairing is not sup¬

pressed completely by broken inversion symmetry, it is useful to reexamine

the reason for why spin-triplet superconductivity is not observed. As one

would expect, the lack of inversion symmetry in this compound with (cubic)

B20-structure is perhaps crucial. For MnSi, we found

gk = «i [**. *».**] + a2[kx(kl - kl), ky(kl - k2x),kz{kl - k2)}

According to our analysis, if «2 > «1, the pairing should occur in the f-

wave channel in order to survive the spin-orbit coupling effect. The fact

that the strongly anisotropic /-wave state is more difficult to obtain by spin

fluctuation than the p-wave pairing state might explain the absence of su¬

perconductivity in MnSi.
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Figure 2.4: The static uniform spin susceptibility for the case of the singlet

s-wave gap function for gk a (—kv,kx,0) (CePt3Si). The spin susceptibil¬

ity in the xy-plane xi and along the z-axis x\\ as a function of T for three

different values of the spin orbit coupling a. The susceptibility in the super¬

conducting state (T/Tc < 1) increases with the spin-orbit coupling strength.

The susceptibility is more strongly suppressed in the xy-plane than along the

z-axis. At T = 0, we have xi = X||/2-
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Figure 2.5: The static uniform spin susceptibility for a spin-triplet p-wave gap

function d(k) || gk oc (-ky,kx,0) (CePt3Si). The spin susceptibility in the

xy-plane x± and along the z-axis X|| as function of T. The susceptibility is, in

this case, independent of the spin orbit coupling a. In the superconducting

state, the susceptibility in the xy-plane coincides with that of the normal

state.



Chapter 3

Characterization of the

problem by symmetry

arguments

3.1 Symmetry classification of the gk-vector

In the previous chapter, we briefly discussed the microscopic origin of the

ASOC term. Here, we want to deduce the structure of the g^-vector charac¬

terizing the ASOC using only symmetry arguments. Group theory gives us

this opportunity.

Let us consider a crystal with a space group generating by one of the

twenty one point groups with no inversion transformation. We call this point

group G'. In the absence of SOC, the electrons moving in this material can be

described by a single-particle Hamiltonian Ho —- Ylks^k cL.cfc«' ^- (2-17).

Since Ho is supposed to be invariant under time reversal K,,

£fe~^£-fc so that £fc = £_fc,

then Ho is also invariant under the inversion operation X in fe-space, because

both operations take £,k to £_k. This means that, at the level of point

symmetry, Ho is more symmetric than the crystal. Ho is invariant under the

operations of the symmetry group Q = G x K x U(l), with G = G' x C\,
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where the group C, consists of the identity and the inversion J. Then G and

G' belong to the same Lane class l.

We now include the SOC: Its effect already appears at the level of the

single band model through the ASOC term H1 - a J_]k s «' (öfc '<Tiss') CI. cft«"

Eq. (2.18). The presence of this term, as already shown in the previous

chapter, breaks the inversion symmetry, but not the time reversal symmetry.

The symmetry group of the ASOC term is Q' = G' x K x (7(1). The ASOC

acts as an inversion symmetry breaking term. The point symmetry of the

Hamiltonian Ht = Ho + H' is reduced to that of the crystal, with point-

group G'. To find a basis function for the ASOC, we use the fact that

G' is an invariant subgroup of G. This means that there are non-trivial

irreducible representations T(G) of the basic point-group G which map to

the trivial representation A^ of G'. The ASOC term belongs to this non-

trivial representation of G. To simplify the presentation of the results, we

use the same basic group G inside the same crystal system in order to classify

the different symmetry breaking terms. Consequently, for some point groups

G', G does not belong to the same Laue class of G', contrary to what we

stated above. However, the results concerning gk are not affected by this

choice, because G is chosen such that all point groups G' of the same crystal

system are invariant subgroups of G.

The results for the seven different crystal systems are presented in Ap¬

pendix A. For each crystal system, we first show the three-dimensional rep¬

resentation of the different point groups without inversion symmetry. Then

we show the corresponding basis function for the «^-vector obtained by the

symmetry analysis. We express this function using the different components

of fc. However, in case we have to deal with realistic bands, it is convenient

to replace k by Vp(k), which is the Fermi velocity of the unperturbed system

fiVF(k) = Vj^Çfc. In addition, we give a list of superconductors without in¬

version symmetry which we took from Ref. [40]. We found more than thirty

different superconducting compounds with a crystal structure without an

Hho Laue class includes all point groups which cannot be distinguished by methods

which are not sensitive to the presence of a center of symmetry. Example: The five trigonal

point groups (C3, Cm, D$, Czv, Dm) can be separated into two Laue classes because C3 x

d = C-n and D:i x Ct = C3v x C,; = Dm
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inversion center.

3.2 Structure of the superconducting state

The classification of the superconducting state in accordance with the ir¬

reducible representations of the symmetry group in the normal state is well

known for crystals with inversion symmetry. The superconducting state with

the highest critical temperature is described by the basis function of an ir¬

reducible representation F of dimensionality dr of the crystallographic point

group G. The superconducting order parameter is frequently expessed by the

2x2 matrix A(k), which takes the form of Â(fc) = £&i ipt9(k)iav for spin-

singlet pairing (g = even representation) or Â(fc) = Yn-ii^ik) cr)iay for

spin-triplet pairing (u = odd representation) with strong-spin orbit coupling.

In crystals without inversion symmetry, the presence of the ASOC is in¬

deed detrimental for most spin-triplet pairing, as noted by Anderson [27]. As

shown above all, except one family of spin-triplet states are suppressed by

sufficiently strong ASOC, i.e a >> kßTc (we will always suppose in our study

that this is the case). It was found that triplet states whose d-vector lies par¬

allel to gk would be stable [12]. For that reason, this class of spin-triplet

states have been called protected. It contains all triplet states characterized

by d-vectors with d(k) — x(k)gk where x(&) is an even function. The sim¬

plest protected spin-triplet state is given by x(&) = d, where d is a constant,

and belongs to the trivial representation A\ of the point group G' of the solid.

Such a spin-triplet state has the full symmetry of the crystal point group;

we will therefore call it the S-triplet state from now on. For this reason, this

"high-symmetry" state mixes with the s-wave spin-singlet state characterized

by tp(k) = ip. We will call this combined phase, characterized by

Â.,(fc) = [ip + d(gk &)] icjy, (3.1)

the "s-wave" state, where the ratio between the spin-triplet and the spin-

singlet components is given by d/ip. The generalized expression for the order-

parameter follows straightforwardly

dr

Âr(fc) = £Xtr(fc)Â,(fc). (3-2)
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The function xl(k) is an even function which transforms according to the

irreducible representations of the point group G" without inversion symmetry.

Examples of even basis functions xl (k) for the irreducible representations of

the twenty one point groups without inversion operations are given in Tables

A.3-A.20 in Appendix A. From these tables, we sec that the basis functions

for xl(k) are identical inside the same Laue class. However, the form of the

order parameter Ar(fc) is different for every point group.

The presence of ASOC leads to a splitting of the electron bands by lifting

the spin degeneracy. Thus, the discussion of the superconductivity is in some

sense a two-band problem in this case. However, as we will see in the next

chapter, the order parameter Âr(fc) defined by Eq. (3.2) is sufficient to define

the gaps

ÂÇ(fc) = A^k){à-,(k)iây} (3.3)

on the two non-degenerate bands, which are labeled here by 7 = {1, 2}. The

amplitude of the gaps

AÎ',2(fc) = Ex!'(*)(V'±dlofcl) (;î-4)
8= 1

depends on the ratio between the spin-singlet i/> and the spin-triplet d com¬

ponent of the order paramenter. This is in contrast to the spin mixing of the

pairs which is only related to the form of the ASOC

âi,2(k)iày = 1/2(âo ± (gk à))iày. (3.5)

Various groups [31,41,42] have already determined the basis function xï(k)

for irreducible representations of point groups C4), and C2 assuming that

superconductivity is restricted to a single non-degenerate band. Unfortu¬

nately those studies did not include the spin structure of the gap func¬

tion. In that case, one finds that the gap function is given by Ar(fc) =

YliLiXl(k)t(k), where the odd function t(k) = -t(-fc) can be defined as a

phase shift t(k) = iexp(-i<f>k) which involves the function <fik defined through

9k = ISfel(sin^fe eos<^,sinfy. smcpk,cos9k). This phase shift is absorbed here

by the spin structure.

In addition to the symmetry dictated nodes which are determined by

the zeros of the function X^-i xf (&)> Eq. (3.4) shows the possibility, for
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particular symmetry, of having additional accidental nodes induced by the

mixing of the spin-singlet and spin-triplet component of the order parameter,

i.e. in correspondence to the zeros of (tp±d\gk\). It is clear that this mixing

depends mainly on the form of the pairing potential, which is the subject of

the next section. However, as we will see in the next chapter, the distribution

on the density of state in the two bands also plays a role.

3.3 Structure of the pairing-potential

In unconventional superconductors, the state of knowledge on the nature of

the pairing potential is rather limited. However, in the context of the BCS

theory, we can deduce the form of the attractive interaction using symmetry

arguments. More precisely, it is possible to build up the effective pairing

potential starting from the form of the order parameter under investigation.

This approach has already been used with success for crystals with inver¬

sion symmetry. In this case, parity is a good quantum number. Thus, the

Cooper pairing states can be classified by their total spin. The effective in¬

teraction can always be decomposed in spin-singlet and spin-triplet channels.

The phenomenological interaction proposed in Chapter 2 is ofthat kind. The

pairing potential with the symmetry properties given by Eq. (2.2) can be fac-

torized in two identical parts which have exactly the same structure as the

order parameter. We have VaiS3>s^(k,k') - VaEÊaV^W^'^O^,^^
for spin-singlet channels and VaiS2jA(k,k') - i*EÉi(<"(*) -r)tlta(<"(*') '

f)L „,
for spin-triplet pairing with strong SOC. The pseudo-spin dependence

of the interaction potential is expressed through the matrices f^3,à = {iây)SlS2,

and, TglS2 = (itrôy)slS2 which are antisymmetric and symmetric under per-

mutation of indices SiS2, respectively, since the k dependent part ipt9{k) and

d\u (fc) are even and odd functions, respectively.

The same approach can be extended to systems with large ASOC. In this

case, parity can no longer be used to classify the order parameter. The even

basis function x\{k) mixes with the odd one described by xï(k)g(k). Hence,

the general form of the pairing potential relevant for the realization of the

superconducting state belonging to the T representation involves both basis
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functions. Explicitly written, this leads to the form

VSltasA(k,k') = vY,XÏ(k)xï(k'){esrSiS2rl,A
i-i

-\t

+ e;m

{9k-T).nsd9k' -f)

(ffk ^»SA + Tsll2(gk' • t)^] } . (3.6)

The first term of Eq. (3.6) is diagonal in the spin-singlet pairing channel,

the second one in the protected triplet pairing channel [12]. The last term

describes the scattering of Cooper pairs between the two channels, which is

allowed in absence of inversion symmetry. It should be noted that this possi¬

bility has been deduced here using only symmetry arguments. In Appendix

B, we provide some explanations about the microscopic origin of this last

term.

3.4 Discussion and comments

The tables of Appendix A show that there are many superconducting com¬

pounds without an inversion center. However, not all of these materials are

interesting. Most likely, the superconductivity in these materials is due to

the elcctron-phonon interaction, and then it is conventional. The effect on

the static uniform spin susceptibility [14] should be observed by Knight shift

measurement independently of the pairing, then also for some of these super¬

conductors. But if, in addition, the splitting of the bands ct/kBTc is small,

then the superconductivity does not show any anomaly. However, the liter¬

ature on these compounds is rather limited. Most of these materials were

discovered more than twenty years ago, when only the value of the critical

temperature was investigated. In the light of new theoretical development

and new experimental techniques, it is crucial to reconsider the study of these

compounds. In this context, CePt3Si played an important role, because its

rather short coherence length, roughly 100 Â, let Bauer et al. [6] observe,

through the mesure of Hc2, the unexpected paramagnetic robustness which

characterizes superconductors with large ASOC.
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Another important remark abaut CePt3Si involves its gk-vector: In this

case, the group analysis allowed the gk-vectov to have different components,

from Table A.4, gk = m {kxy-kyx)+a2(k2-k2)(kyx+kxy)+aa kxkykz(k2-k2)z.
In our calculation in Chapter 2, we always considered a\ » a2,a3, so

that gk ex (ky, -kx,0). This first component has the form of the well-known

Rashba spin-orbit coupling term [30] with electric field along the z-axis. The

fact that in CePtßSi the Si atom is shifted from the center of the unit cell

along the z-axis [6] justifies this choice. This seems to be confirmed by band

structure calculation [31],
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Chapter 4

Results for large antisymmetric

spin-orbit coupling

4.1 The two-band description

The ASOC term lifts the spin degeneracy by generating two bands with dif¬

ferent spin structure. For large a » kBTc, it is convenient to diagonalize the

normal state Green's function G0(k,iujn), Eq. (2.22), into the components

corresponding to the two bands, using the unitary transformation

fj(k) ~ co&(6k/2) - ism(0k/2)(cos(pkây - sm<pkâx), (4.1)

where gk = \gk\(sinOkcos<pk,smdksm<pk,cos6k) defines the angles 0k and

(pk. This allows us to express,

Go(k,iun) = Gftfe, iujn)â, (k) + G°2(k, iLon)â2(k) (4.2)

through the two Green's functions,

G°lft(k,iu,n)~- l—— (4.3)

where the quasi-particle bands Çi,2(k) = Çk±ct\gk\ are split by the presence of

the ASOC. The spin structure in the bands is described by the 2x2 matrices

aijk) = UX!l(k)ul,(k) = l/2(cTo + (gk-a))Kß

o-ÎJk) = Ux^kWl^k) = l/2(<r„ - (gk a))Kß.

(4.4)
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plane k —k plane k —k

Figure 4.1; Fermi surface for gk oc (ky,—kx,0) as in CePtsSi. The arrows show

the structure of the quasi-particle spin. Only along the z-axis is the spin degeneracy

preserved.

which act as projection operators in spin space. Since the spins of quasipar-

ticles in the two bands have opposite directions for a given momentum fc,

the matrices satisfy the conditions,

â1(fc)â2(fc) = 0

ôf>2(fc) = âi,2(fe) (4.5)

and are reciprocal under the inversion operation,

â1>2(-fc) = ff21i(fe). (4-6)

Symmetry considerations of Section 3.1 lead to the following form for gk

in CePt3Si in lowest order expansion in the wave vector k: gk ex {ky, -kx,0).

The resulting spin structure is visualized in Fig.4.1, where we assume, for

simplicity, that the original Fermi surface is spherical. The pairing interaction

is generally given by

Hpair -
2
E EVWA (fc> k')CL, C-fcMC-fcVaCfeV1 ' (4'7>

fc,fc' *<*'

where V,]S2).,/.,/ (fc,fc') is the pairing potential defined in Eq. (3.6). We should

note here that in our formulation we neglect any w-dependencc of the pairing
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o' o>

interaction. Moreover, we assume that the superconducting state with the

highest critical temperature is of the "s-wave" type. However, the general¬

ization to other superconducting states is trivial. For the "s-wave" channel

we have

VSlS,As'i(k,k>) = v{eaTs, *t

+ «m [(»fc • t)b1S2tI,a + Ttiaa(gk> r)l,A ] } , (4.8)

where f3l$i = (iây)SlS2, and rSi32 = ('i<T<7y).„,,2. To avoid ambiguity, we set

V > 0, and e^ + e| + e2n = 1. The first term of Eq. (4.8) is diagonal in the

conventional s-wave pairing channel, the second one for the S-triplet pairing

channel [12]. The last term describes the scattering of Cooper pairs between

the two channels, which is a result of the absence of inversion symmetry. The

micriscopic origin of this last term is explained in Appendix B. In particular,

we show the existence of a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya [43,44] type of interaction

for both a weakly interacting Fermi liquid and for a Hubbard model near half

filling. This kind of interaction gives a contribution to em. This can give rise

to a large interaction when the derivative in the density of states is large,

for example, close to a Van Hove singularity. But, a satisfying microscopical

discussion of the origin of the superconductivity in CePt3Si can be done only

by solving an equation of the Eliashberg type [45]. However, the potential

we propose is sufficient to study, in the context of BCS theory, the different

possibilities of pairing.

The Gor'kov equations are formally analogous to those obtained for sys¬

tems with an inversion symmetry [28] and have already been introduced by

Eqs. (2.12-2.14). The two-band structure of the normal state is more con¬

veniently handled if we use the Green's functions Git2 and F\t%, as is easily

obtained by the unitary transformation (4.1),

= Û\k)GÛ{k)

Ûi(k)FÛ*(-k).

(4.9)
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The phase factor -eT"l'k is introduced to cancel the phase dependence of the

anomalous Green's functions on the two bands [41].

The pairing interaction defined in (4.8) fixes the form of the order param¬

eter to Â(fc) = i{ip + d (gk - &)}ôy. ip and d are complex order parameters

which can be interpreted as the magnitude of the s-wave spin-singlet and

S-triplet components, respectively. The particular form of A(fc) prevents the

existence of inter-band terms in the Gorkov equations

{Gl2(k,iLün)}"'Glt2(k,iujn) + Ah2(k)Fl2(k,iu;n) = 1

{Gy-k, -tu;,,)}-1^*,«^) - Aîi2(fe)Gi,2(fe, iiün) = 0,

(4.10)

where, in this case,

A1>2(fc) = ^±d|fffc|). (4.11)

Thus, the Gor'kov equations are diagonal in the band index. The solution of

the two-band Gorkov equations is given by

:r:+^.2„ (4.12)n,2{k,iu>n) = -

2

(wn + lA1.2| +<i;.,2J

and

l')Ak,icun) = ( 2 | |A h22
i t2 N. (4.13)

K+|Ali2|2-h^2

Going back to the spin basis, we find

G(k, iun) = (7i (fc, iun)&i(k) + G2(k, iu>n)ô2(k),

F{k,iujn) - {Fi(k,iu)n)â\(k) +F2(k,iLun)â2(k)}iây.

(4.14)

The gap functions of the two bands arc obtained by solving the self-consistent

equation

A,(fc) = -kBT /7^3 EVkkW>iuJn)- (4-15)

The corresponding pairing interaction is determined by

x Ûsi2s(k')Ûlti(~k')D^(k') (4.16)
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with D(k') =diag(-exp(-w^,/),-exp(i0£')). Using (4.8) it follows

\k' = 2-{[^- + e*lfffc!lfffc'l]^+ [e' ~e*lfffcll9fc'l]^
- eTO [löfcl + \gk>\] °z - »em [|9ft| - |pfe'|] ^y} -

(4.17)

The evaluation of A = (ip, d) is done by solving Eq. (4.15). We approximate

the sum over fc by J2k "* No I fr / ^- Aftcr having performed the integral

over £, the gap equation reads

NQV
A = TTfcßT Y, Q(i"n)& (4.18)

iiln>-tc

with

Q Qi(iu)n)

+ Qt(i^n)

-e3 0

Cm 0

0 eTO

+ <32(^ra)

n

0 -e4

where we introduced the functions

(4.19)

Qi (iw„)

QliiUn)

(1 + <Sjv)
: +

(1 - 6N)

^l+\ip + d\gk\\2 ^l+\ip-d\gk\\2/ k

(l + Mlfffel
_

(l-SN)\9k\

yju* + \il> + d\gk\\2 Ju%+\ip-d\gk\\*

Q3(iwre) s -

(1 +M Iff fc I2 (i-M^fcf

^+|V + d|flfc||2
+

v/a;R+|V-d|»fcllVfc
(4.20)

where ()^ denotes the integral over the Fermi surface /-j^-. The parameter

(5jv fixes the distribution of the DOS at the Fermi level of the two bands,

Aq = No(l + 6N) and N2 = NQ(1 -ÖN).
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4.2 Characterisation of the superconducting

instability

The critical temperature and the basic structure of the gap function A =

(ip,d), which characterizes the superconducting instability, follow from the

solution of the linearized form of the self-consistent Eq. (4.18). We find

1

with

and

Ql

NoV

Ji(<-c,kBT)

ftm

~et

A = h(ec,kBT)QlA

H*ycc/2wkBT)

+ ^(lfffcl)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

where we have used the Eulcr's constant 7 already introduced in Chapter 2.

For simplicity, wc have assumed the same cut-off energy ec for both bands.

Eq. (4.21) has a non-trivial solution, if at least one of the eigenvalues

A» of the matrix Ql is positive. In this case, the critical temperature follows

the standard BCS relation kBTc = 2^7/tt exp(-l/(7V0KA')), where A' =

max,(A,) > 0. Furthermore, the nucleating form of the gap function follows

from QlA' = A'A'.

In this context, we introduce the term dominant channel to denote the

channel responsible for the superconducting transition, and we call subdom¬

inant the other channel characterized by A" = minj(Aj) and QlA" = A"A".

Solving the eigenstate problem QlAt = \tAi, we find the sets

-(e3 + et) + 2emö + A (4.24)

V 2(em - età) I

2A'

A' oc

and

2A"

A" oc

(es + et) + 2emö - A,

-(e, - et) - A \

2(em - etS) J

(4.26)

(4.27)
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where

A= y/(e.a - et)2 + 4(cm - esö)(em - et8),

and 5 = <5jv(|fffc|) to simplify the notation. Our interest lies in the characteri¬

zation of the instability for all possible combinations of the three components

of the pairing potential (4.8). From Eq. (4.24), we determine the conditions

for the superconducting instability and the form of the nucleating pairing

state given by Eq. (4.25).

In order to conveniently display a phase diagram of the three parameters,

we use the condition e2 + e\ + em = 1 and represent these parameters by

the angles of spherical coordinates (es: s-wave spin-singlet, et' S spin-triplet,

and em: mixing):

e5 = cos(0„)sin(0„),

et = sm((pv)sin(6v),

em = co8(0„). (4.28)

The character of the interaction as a function of the two spherical angles

(0V, <pv) is shown in Fig. 4.2.

Obviously an attractive interaction either for spin-singlet or -triplet pair¬

ing or both would yield a superconducting instability. If both es and et are

repulsive (> 0), the mixing term plays the decisive role. From Eq. (4.24)

we immediately see that an instability is absent for small |eTre| (grey domain

with "no SC" in Fig. 4.3) :

|em| < y/~ët where es, et > 0. (4.29)

On the other hand, a large enough value of |eTO| can trigger superconductivity,

even with es,et > 0. The inter-parity scattering can lower the pairing energy

and generate a positive eigenvalue of the matrix Ql. This mechanism is

formally analogous to superconductivity driven by interband Cooper pair

scattering in a multi-band superconductor.

A second positive eigenvalue A" > 0 is possible if both spin channels are

attractive (es,et < 0) (grey domain with "es and et attr." in Fig. 4.2). From

Eq. (4.26) we see that the following condition has to be satisfied:

|em| < y/eset and es, et < 0. (4.30)
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I he pauty-inixmg teim tends to suppiess the second instability

It only lemams to deteiimue the foim ol the 2-dunensioiial oidei paiaiu-

etei A (</v0 based on Eq (4 25) which nucleates at the supeic oiiduc tmg

tiaiisition Then aie foui typical foinis oi the oi der paiametei ((/ d) winch

will help us to stiuctuic the following discussion (A (i/',c/))

Spm-smglet At ex

a (x

Spm-tiiplct,

(4 ji:

Ihcsc conespond to the pine spm-smglet paiimg A( the pun spm-tii])let

painng A, and two mixed paumgs A,„|, and A,„2

Befoie we stait discussing the conditions iavoimg diffeient oidei paiam-

etci loims, we will considei the coiiespondmg gap topologies on the two
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o
V

at/2

O

-W4 JT/4 ,
5it/4

Kiguie 4.3 The chaiactei of the eigenvalues A', Eq. (4 24), and A"
. Eq

(4.26). as a function of the1 two sphencal angles (0,,, 6, ). If A' < 0 theie is no

superconducting instability (giey domain with ''no SC"). The white1 domain

is chaiateii/ed by A' > 0 and A" <" 0. If A" > 0, the system is chaiacteii/ed

by two ciitical tempeiatuies (giey domain with " A" > 0")

bands foi the foui cases in Eq (4 31). To be conciele, we1 now discuss the

case relovant toi CePtjSi, i.e. gk ,x (Aly, k,,()). The gap on the two Feimi

surfaces is given by

A]:2(0) = (ip±ds/ï/2\^u(0)\), (4 32)

wheie 0 is the j)olai angle in fc-space idative to the ,3-axis. Fig 1.1 displays

the two-band gap function Al2 loi the1 tin ce chffcient oidei paiameteis AM

A,, Ar„| of Eq. (4.31). The case Amj can be obtained from Ami by ex-

changiiig A| and A2.

( jte SC J
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Figuie 4 4 Hie gap amplitudes A) 2 ol the two non-degeiieiated bauds loi

tliicc paitieulai dnec tions of the oidei paiametei m the 2-dmieiisioual plane,

spanned by ij. d 1 he dnec tions (oiiespondmg to the two dimensional oidei

paiametei A, Ah A„,i aie given by (4,il)

In the cases ol Ihe pmc spin-single1! phase A, oi the1 pine spm-tnplet

pliase A/ the Iwo gap hmetiems A| and A2 have the same amplitude with

the difleieiKC that m the1 spm-llipid case ])omt-nodes appeal along the /-

axis Foi A,„i, the gap on the1 hist Feinn suitace is umehbiggei than that on

the1 se1; one! A, * A2 Fuitheimoie, the gap [unction m the1 se e ond band A2

has two hn(i-nod(is peipendic ulai to the /-axis The1 piesenu of hue-nodes m

one1 ol the two non-degeiieiatc bands is not a paituulanty of Ihe1 mixed states
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ATOi, but a general property of all states with \d\G\ > \i(>\ and \ip\ ^ 0, where

Ci = ^/3/2 only in the case of a spherical original Fermi surface. However,

in general, the topology of the nodes in the two gap functions belonging to

the trivial representation A-^ of the point group C^v is characterized by

{=0

2 point-nodes

< <?! 2 line-nodes for one band J. z-axis (4.33)

> d no nodes

Now we turn to the conditions under which the different forms of the

order parameter nucleate. We expect that the order parameter appears as

a pure spin-singlet A,, or a pure spin-triplet At if the spin-singlet potential

e,, or the spin-triplet potential et are attractive and dominant, respectively.

This is the case if the density of states on the Fermi levels is equal to S = 0

and the parity-mixing interaction em is absent.

From Eq. (4.25), the necessary conditions can be derived

A = A, for em = et6, e, < et, (4.34)

A = At for em = es6, et < es, (4.35)

A = Ami for es = et, em > etS, (4.36)

A = Am2 for e., = et, em < et6. (4.37)

Moreover, the condition in Eq. (4.29) has to be satisfied to guarantee a

superconducting phase transition. The first two conditions (4.34) and (4.35)

are necessary to compensate the mixing of the spin-triplet with the spin-

singlet pairing channels induced when the DOS are different for the two Fermi

surfaces 6 ^ 0. Furthermore, taking into account the condition (4.29), we see

that, surprisingly, As and At can also nucleate in the presence of repulsive

spin-singlet e3 and spin-triplet et potentials. If ea = et, the conditions (4.36)

and (4.37) indicate that the order parameter is either Aml or Am2. For 6 = 0

the sign of the parity-mixing potential em determines which of the two order

parameter appears. Fig. 4.5 shows the phase diagram of the different order

parameter forms resulting from Eq. (4.31). The different black lines are

plotted choosing ä = 0.3. The grey ones show how the lines corresponding

to the pure spin-singlet As and pure spin-triplet At are moved with varying

Ö. For general combinations of the three components es, et, em the angles
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-3ji/4 5ji/4

m2 ml

Figure 4.5: Phase diagram showing the direction of the nucleated or¬

der parameter A = (ip,d) as a function of the three components e3 =

cos(<f>v)sm(6v), et
— sm(<pv)sm(0v), em = cos(6v) of the pairing potential

and for different values of S. The different lines correspond to the four di¬

rections A3, At, ATOi and Am2, sec legend. The different black lines are

obtained for 6 = 0.3, while the grey lines for values of — 1 < S < 1.

dv, cp„ lie in one of the four basic domains delimited by the black lines shown

in Fig. 4.5. The order parameter nucleates with intermediary values of ip,

and d.

4.3 Evolution of the gaps below Tr

To obtain the magnitude of the two-dimensional order parameter A — (ip, d)

as a function of the temperature, we have to solve the self-consistent Eq.

(4.18). This last becomes simpler at T = 0,

A = Qo(A)A (4.38)
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with

Q0(A) = IvNo QÏ(A) f e* M + Ql(A

+ QS(A)
-c-t

0
y

1
+ ^ > , (4-39)

where Q1 and A' have been defined in Eq. (4.23) and (4.24). The functions

«(A)- ^^(^S^))k+^^(^S^))k.
«(*)- ^(la,u„(*^))fc-ü^(l9fc|ln(^M
«(A)- ^(l9,pi„(*^))fc + ü^(l9fcPln(^i//t

arc obtained from Eq. (4.20). The eigenproblem A?A? = c)0(A°)A° deter¬

mines the ratio vü = V;o/^o between the s-wave spin-singlet V;o and the S-

triplet do component at T = 0. However, the additional condition A? (A?) = 1

is necessary to determine the magnitude of the two components of the order

parameter.

The parameters involved in Eq. (4.18) and (4.38) are the three compo¬

nents of the pairing interaction (es,et,em), the density of states on the two

non-degenerate bands Ö and the strength of the interaction 1/JVoV. To sim¬

plify the study of such equations, it is more convenient to derive the three

components of the pairing interaction (es, et, em) from parameters which char¬

acterize the superconducting instability. These are the ratio between the

spin-singlet and the spin-triplet components at the critical temperature

ip (e, - et) + A
vi = hm — = ———— — (4.40)

T^T.: d 2(em - eL6)
v '

and a second parameter p which characterizes the subdominant channel,

p = m?*Tsr- (441)

A" has been defined in Eq. (4.26). If the subdominant channel is attractive,

then ü = ln(T^/Tc), otherwise p = l/N0Veff, where

1
_

1 1__
NoVeff

~

NoVX' N0VX"
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defines the effective interaction in the case of a repulsive subdominant chan¬

nel.

Introducing

-=

Y ^—
=
-1— (4.42)

k
^- ,271 + 1 N0VX'

v ;

and through substitution of A' and A" in Eqs. (4.40, 4.41, 4.42), we find

(es, c-t, em) = (A.„ At, Xm)/y/X2 + A^ + A^ with

.

_

«( 1 + v2 + 2vt5 + Kvf (Ö2 - 1 )p)

Xt

Am —

(l + ^ + 2//,e>)(c52-l)(Acp-l)

k(1 + ^ + 2uiÔ + k(Ô2 -l)p)

(l+i/f + 2vlö)(ö*-l)(Kp-l)

k(kvi(ö2 - \)p - S(l + v2 + 2viS))

(1 + ^ + 2^c5)(c52-1)(kp-1)

The case A" = 0.

We start the discussion considering the case where the subdominant channel

is inactive, A" = 0. In this case, the interaction parameters e3, et, and, em

lie on a line given by

\em\ = y/ësTt with es, et < 0, (4.43)

which corresponds to the circle centered in <pv = 5-7r/4 = —37r/4 in the phase

diagram of Figs. 4.3 and 4.5. In this limit, the parameter \p\ —> oo.

The only eigenvector of the matrix <5r=o(Ao) with a non-vanishing eigen¬

value corresponds to A0 = A', which is given by Eq. (4.25). Thus, the ratio

between the spin-singlet and the spin-triplet components at T = 0 is equal

to that obtained for T = Tc, i.e. vo = Vi- This result is a first indication that

the form of the order parameter is unchanged upon temperature when the

subdominant channel is inactive. This is confirmed by the numerical solution

ofEq. (4.18).

Fig. 4.6 shows the spin-singlet ip and the spin-triplet component d as a

function of temperature obtained for v = 0.5 and Ö — —0.5. The inset shows
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Figure 4.6: The order parameter A —. (ip,d) as a fmiction of the temperature

when the subdominant channel is inactive, i.e. A" = 0. The inset plot shows the

ratio v = ip/d. (n = 0.5, 6 = -0.5).

the ratio v = ij>/d. This does not depend on temperature. Furthermore, in

this case there are explicit expressions for the two components

dpi
_

kßTcTT

V^o7

kBTcTT

((i\sN)(I,\\gk\)Hn(\v+\gk\\)Hi-tN)(i>-\gk\)2HW-\9kM)]
eXp'

(Q+SN)(."+\gk\)21 (l-a^o-iff^D*) J

(:+öN)(v+\gk\)Hn(\i\-^\Y^i~oN)(v~\gk\f\n(\i-
CXP ^

((ii^)(^+[Sfcl)2+(]^jv)(^-|fffcl)2)

**:

(4.44)

of the order parameter. For a pure spin-singlet order parameter, u — oo,

and for the pwe protected spin-triplet state, u = 0, we recover the standard

result: ipo/kBTe - tt/7 » 1.76, and d0/kBTc = 7r/7exp(-|gfc|2ln(|9fc|)) « 1.65

for gk oc (ky,-kjc,ü), respectively.
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The case A" ^ 0.

However, if the subdominant channel is active, the ratio between the spin-

singlet and the spin-triplet components,

_

% (QÏ - Q92S)(1 + v\ + 2viS) - (1 - b2)(Q%K + m(Q°w + vi + S))p
U° ~

d0 (Q% - Q\8)(l + uf + 2iAô) - (QIk -vl + Cfim - ö)(l - P)p
(4.45)

at T = 0 is in general different from that obtained for T = TC. Moreover, i/0

depends on the cut-off energy ec via k. The magnitude of the order parameter,

which follows combining Eq. (4.45) with the equation

pIvÏQUQÏ + 'MQÏI
=

(QÏQI-QÎ) ,, Af,

v2+ 1 + 2^6 (l-ö2)
' { '

which is obtained from the condition A°(A°) = 1, also depends on ec. How¬

ever, no changes in the qualitative behaviors of the gaps as a function of

temperature have been observed solving Eq. (4.18) for different values of the

cut-off energy cc.

Comparing the condensation energy at T=0,

Rc = ^(\Al(k)f2)k-^(\A2(k)\2)k
= -Y^o|2 + N2 + 2eHMo) (4.47)

obtained for different cases, we found that

\E*\ > \F%\ > \E?\. (4.48)

Here, we introduce E^ and E£ to denote the condensation energy obtained

in the presence of a repulsive, A" < 0, and attractive, A" > 0, subdominant

channel, respectively. F% denotes the limit case characterized by A" = 0.

The Copper pair gains condensation energy if the subdominant channel is

attractive. On the contrary, the condensation energy of the pairs decreases

in the presence of a repulsive subdominant channel.

Fig. 4.7 shows the order parameter as a function of the temperature

obtained for two representative cases. The first case is characterised by a

repulsive, A" < 0, subdominant channel with A"/A' « -5000, while the
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Figure 4.7: The order parameter A = (ip,d) as a function of temperature. The

first plot shows the ease with a repulsive, A" < 0, subdominant channel, and

A"/A' « -5000. The second plot shows the result obtained when the subdominant

channel is attractive, A" > 0, and characterized by T^'/Tc = 0.7. The thin lines

are obtained for A" = 0. (vi = ip/d = 0.5, <5 = -0.5, ec = 60fcßTc).
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second is characterized by an attractive, A" > 0, subdominant channel with

T£/Tc = 0.7. In both cases, v = ip/d = 0.5 and gk ex (ky, -kx, 0). This means

that the nucleation of the superconducting state is characterized in both

cases by two line nodes, perpendicular to the z-axis, on the gap amplitude,

A2(6) — (ip — dy/3/2\sm(0)\), of the second non-degenerated band. The

polar angle 6± determines the position of those nodes. In our example, the

two line nodes are characterised by 0± = ir/2 ± (ir/2 - arcsin(-y/273i')) (we

suppose a native spherical Fermi surface). From the insets of Fig. 4.7 we

see that the ratio v between the spin-singlet and the spin-triplet component

now changes with the temperature. Thus the position of the nodes also now

depends upon temperature. To the right of the graphs in Fig. 4.7 we draw

the gap structure on the second Fermi surface schematically. The arrows

show the directions along which the accidental line nodes move, decreasing

the temperature. This last depends on the character of the subdominant

channel.

In the case of an attractive subdominant channel there is the possibility

of a second phase transition. This is the case if there is a second solution

Ag = (V'oXO for EflR- (4'45)> (4-46) with

ICI2 + Kl2 + 2fW > \W + \do\2 + Mifodo. (4.49)

Our numerical investigation seems to show that in general there is no second

phase transition. The solution nucleating at the highest critical temperature

seems to maintain the highest condensation energy, changing its structure

continuously with temperature. The only exception affects systems with

constant density of state, ö — 0, and with no mixing pairing interaction

component, em = 0. In this particular case, we could have a second transition

between a spin-triplet state and a spin-singlet state.

4.4 Static uniform spin susceptibility

In Section 2.5, we discussed the spin suceptibility of the superconducting

state supposing the same density of state for the two non-degenerated bands.

We have treated only the specific cases of pure spin-singlet and pure spin-

triplet order parameters. This result was reported in [14]. The spin suscep-
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tibility tensor introduced in Eq. (4.50) can easily be expressed using the two

band formalism,

X; = -p2BkBTj2_l^{âi[((G2 + F2)à[(k) + (Gl + Fi)â2(k))gkj
k w»

+ (G,G2 + F,F2) (àj - gkj(gk -à))]}. (4.50)

The spin susceptibility of the normal state is given by Eq. (2.44), which

reads

vn -
„2 y^ \nF(£i)-nF(£,2) 2 (dnF(&)

,
dntj£,2)\ a2

*M
"

^2-4 a|öfc|
t1 - 9kti) + {-Q^~

+

-^2—) 9k,i

(4.51)

The first term of Eq. (4.51) comes from the interband transitions between the

two non-degenerated bands, and is of the Van Vleck type [46], while the last

term is the Pauli contribution. Without the assumption of constant density

of state, the uniform static spin susceptibility is in general anisotropic and

different from the Pauli susceptibility xn ¥" Xp = 2//.ßA/0. To the second

order in a, this gives

vn ....
..2 V^pAMO ,

(PmjQa2
„^ ,3,-2 x

A:

= ^(^ + w(^is+24,,)fc)- ("»)

This means that the spin susceptibility of CePt3Si in the normal state is

different for fields along the z-axis and for fields in the xy-plane.

If the splitting of the two Rashba bands is large, a/kBTc » 1, then

the transition into the superconducting state does not affect the Van Vleck

susceptibility. This was already pointed out by Samokhin [47]. In fact, the

sum over k of the mix products G^G2 and 1<\F2

£C71G2(£^2) =

**°

k k 2 i^a2\gk\2 + [y/u>l + A\ + y/w% + A2) J

(tlri±d'\gk\')\-=— +
V^+Ä? Vrt + M,
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becomes negligible at sufficiently large a values. Consequently, the temper¬

ature dependency of the spin susceptibility in the superconducting state is

given by the change in the Pauli contribution,

Xu = xp{(i + CL) + C2{g2ki%)k
tTyr/U1 +W |Al(fc)|a%' d-fr) |Aa(fc)lv*.-

— kB±%2_. 2 (^ + |A1(fc)p)^ 2 K+|A2(fc)p)-V2
kj

(4.53)

where at large a/kBTc the relation 2cy = c2 = 2a2N[l/'iNo derived in Eq.

(4.52) for small a/k.BTr, is inadequate. In that limit, it is more realistic to

consider the density of state close to the Fermi levels as constant, but different

for each non-degenerated band. It follows

Xii = xp{l+(^(k)(l-g2kii))k +

- kBTirYl
(1 + SN) lAiWI'gfc.i (1-fry) \A2(k)\2g2ki

2 K+|A2(fc)p)3/2w.ä + |A!(fe)P)3/2

(4.54)

where the value of ci(fc),

C(fc) = | ^jv(g,fc)«F(ei)-»F(g2) 1 (4.55)
2AT0 «Ifffcl

will strongly depend on the details of the density of state N(£,k) in the two

non-degenerated bands. An alternative expression to Eq. (4.53) is given,

first summing over the Matsubara frequencies,

Xii xp\ (a+Cl(fc))(i-<y k

+
(1 + 6N)

yi(fe.r)#A +
(l-öN)

Y^T)9k,i)k

(4.56)

where Y-\$ is the Yosida function defined by,

y'^-r> = 4iWcosh'4W) <4'57)
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with Eh2 = Js,22 + |Ai,2(fc)|2- In the specific case of CePt3Si, the uniform

static susceptibility of the superconducting state for fields along the z-axis

(^11 = Xzz) remains unchanged as already predicted in Section 2.5, this be¬

cause we supposed gk oc (ky,-kx,0). On the contrary, Saniokhin found a

variation of the susceptibility with temperature for this field orientation also.

He supposed gk z
ex kykxkz(k2x - k2) ^ 0. But there are indications, see Sec¬

tion 3.4, that this component can be neglected. Instead, for fields in the

xy-plane (x± = Xxx = Xyy)' *ne static uniform spin susceptibility should

decrease considerably, its value at T=0 now dependent on the details of the

band structure. However, its low-temperature limit T —> 0 only depends on

the standard behaviors of the Yosida function [5],

( e-(A«,2(fc))/T) A1)2(ft)/0,

yu(T) = (Yh2(k,T))k ex I T2, A1)2(fe) has nodes at isolated points,

I T, Ai,2(fc) has lines nodes.

Recent experimental data of the nuclear magnetic relaxation rate T^^

[21,22], the London penetration depth [23] and thermal conductivity [24]

give evidence for the possible presence of line nodes.

4.5 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter we have characterized the superconducting state belonging

to the trivial representation Ai in a material without an inversion center

and strong antisymmetric spin-orbit coupling. However, all results can be

easily generalized to any other representation of the point group. The corre¬

sponding pairing state involves spin-singlet s-wave pairing as well as a spin-

triplet component specific to the spin-orbit coupling. In addition to the pure

spin-singlet s-wave and spin-triplet pairing, the pairing interaction includes

a parity mixing contribution corresponding to an inter-parity scattering of

Cooper pairs.

The combination of the three types of pairing interaction (e3, et. em) and

the distribution of the density of states on the two non-degenerated bands

Ô determine the form of the order parameter represented by a singlet and
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a triplet component A = (ip,d). The two-component structure of the or¬

der parameter allows for two distinct pairing channels, a dominant and a

subdominant one. The pairing instability of the clean system is completely

characterized by the property of the dominant channel. However, decreas¬

ing the temperature the structure of the order parameter is strongly affected

by the presence of the subdominant channel. The condensation energy at

T = 0 of the superconducting state increases in the case of an attractive

subdominant channel.

For the case of CePt3Si, we found that if \d\ > \tp\ and \ip\ ^ 0, one Fermi

surface would have line nodes perpendicular to the z-axis in the quasiparticle

gap. We would also like to mention that the presence of line nodes may leave

its specific low-temperature features in various thermodynamic quantities,

such as the specific heat, the London penetration depth and so on. Recent

experimental data of the nuclear magnetic relaxation rate T{1 [21,22], the

London penetration depth [23] and thermal conductivity [24] give evidence

for the possible presence of line nodes. We show that in the presence of line

nodes, the uniform static spin-susceptibility for fields in the xy-plane should

be oc T at low temperatures, see also [47].

Moreover, the position of line nodes will, in general, depend upon both

temperature and character of the subdominant channel. The temperature

dependence of the position could be measured by thermal conductivity [48].

The displacement direction as a function of the temperature will indicate if

the subdominant channel is attractive or repulsive.

The presence of two instabilities in the linearized gap equation, the domi¬

nant and subdominant one, provide the possibility that two superconducting

phase transitions might appear. From our study, this possibility seems to be

reduced to an exception.



Chapter 5

Calculation of disorder effects

5.1 Born approximation

Effects of disorder are described by potential scattering of the quasiparticles,

which in real-space representation is given by

nlmp = J2ni> ni =-' fu(r ~ Ti)iPl(r)ijjs(T)dr, (5.1)
i

'

where u(r) is the potential of a non-magnetic impurity, which we consider

rather short-ranged, such that s-wave scattering is dominant. We are inter¬

ested in the disorder-averaged normal and anomalous Green's functions G

and F,

-(TT{ipx(r)iPl(r')})

{TT{Mr)i',(r')})

CWl(r)^(r')}>, (5.2)

with r = (r, r) and where the bracket denotes the thermal average.

For the impurity average, we use the Born approximation [28], neglecting

the possibility of more than two scattering events at the same impurity,

which is valid provided that the potential is small in comparison with the

characteristic electron energy scale e> (tp= Fermi energy, or analogue the

band width).

GXß(r-r>)

t\ß(r-r')

4ß(r ~ r')
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Figure 5.1: The-self energy contributions due to impurity scattering in the Born

approximation, of normal type Sß (a) and of anomalous type £f (b).

Formally, the impurity scattering enters the self-energy of the Greens

function of the normal, Eq, Fig. 5.1(a), and the anomalous type, ÊF, see

Fig. 5.1(b). Their mathematical expressions read

T f d,k' -

F f dk' -

XfM =

^/(ä^W.^). (5-3)

where T = imimpNoU2 is the averaged scattering rate, JV0 = (N\ +N2)/2 and

JVi,2 are the densities of state (DOS) of the two bands at the Fermi level. In

addition, we have introduced the impurity concentration nimp and the .s-wave

scattering potential u2.

The Gor'kov equations with these self-energy contributions are formally

analogous to those obtained for systems with an inversion symmetry [28]

\ÔQl(k,iu>n) - t,u(iujn)) G(k,iujn)

+ (A(k) + tF(itünfjF\k, iujn) = <70

(ôôlT(-k, -icun) + ÊJ(-wn)J F\k,iiun)

-(Âi(k) + Èl(iL>n)^G(k,iu>n) = 0. (5.4)

The two-band Green's functions G\i2 and F\,2, are derived by unitary trans-
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formation (4.1), as already donc for the clean system (4.9).

({G°h2(k,iujn)}-] - EG(«4»)) Gh2(k,iu>n)

+ (Ali2(fc) + £F(iw„))FiyMw„.) = 1

({C° 2(-fe, -iLün)}-' + SG("^n)) F}<2(k, ivn)

-(A*li2(k) + XF(itün))Gh2(k,iLün) = 0, (5.5)

where, in this case,

r f dk'
Sö(?;Wn) =

2^VÖ / (JhrV»
{Gl(fe/'^ + G2(fc''^

r I' dk'
E^iLü^ =

2^N~0 I 7ö{Fi(fc^) + ^(fcV^»)}' (5-6)

and,

A1i2(fc) = (V±d|»fc|). (5.7)

Thus the Gor'kov equations are still diagonal in the band index. The scatter¬

ing on an impurity does not change the spin of a quasiparticle and with the

impurity-average a certain translational symmetry is restored such that the

two bands do not mix in this approximation. Interband effects occur only

through virtual processes.

Introducing the modified gap functions Ait2(k,iüjn) = A])2(fe) + T,F(iuin)

and frequencies iQn = iojn — T-o(iojn), the solution of the two-band Gor'kov

equations is given by

Gi)2(k, iLun) - -

, (5.8)
K + |Ai,2|a + tfi2)

t\,2(k, iun) -
,,2

.f1'2
f2 ,,

(5-9)
k. + |a1i2|2+c:122)

in which Âi)2(fe, iu)n) and Qn have to be determined self-consistently. The

corresponding equations are given by the substitution of Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9)

into Eqs. (4.15) and (5.6),

U!n = Cün + ÜnTQ^iüln), (5.10)

$ = ilj + ï>TQ1(iQn) + dTQ2(iCun), (5.11)

^A = vkBT J2 Q(iQn)A, (5.12)
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where in the last equation A = (ip,d), and

nu-, \ -

cM'iQn) ( -e« 0 \
Q{liJn)

~

l-rQx(iün)[ em Oj

+
Qzjtän) ( e,„ -e3 \

1 - TQl (iû>n) y -et em J

+ <Qa(iwn) + z.
rn (.~ -

\\
n

(5-13)
^ 1 -TQ^lLOn) J \^ 0 -ct J

is defined using the functions Qu Q2, Q3, which are obtained by substituting

ip and ujn by ip and w„ in Eq (4.20), respectively.

Going back to the spin basis, we find formally the same equation as Eq.

(4.14)

G(k, iuon) = Gi(k, iw„)(7i (k) + G2(k, iuin)â2(k),

F(k,iun) = {Fl(k,iuin)â](k)+F2(k,iujn)â2(k)}iày. (5.14)

5.2 Effect on Tc

The effect of disorder on the superconducting instability is deduced by the

solution of the linearized form of the self-consistent system of Eqs. (5.10-

5.12). Using standard summation techniques [5], we find

!,A {fi(cc,kBT)Q' + f2(r,kBT)Qlr} A, (5.15)
N0V

where A and Ql have been defined in Eq. (4.22) and Eq. (4.23), respectively.

Instead, ,/2 is defined by

Atr,*.r) = .(i + 5^)-»(i) (5.16)

and

Q< = (l-62N(\gk\)2)(°o ~^Y (5.17)

Here we have used the digamma function ^f(z) defined by ty(z) = d/dzln(z\).
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First, we would like to note that the zeros in the first column of the matrix

Qlr are a consequence of Anderson's theorem [26], i.e. the conventional s-

wave pairing state is not affected by non-magnetic impurities. For more

general states in our two-dimensional order parameter space, Tc decreases

with growing disorder. We distinguish two basically different cases here: For

the pure system either both eigenvalues A', A" are positive, or one of the

two, A" is negative. In the first case, there is a second lower (bare) critical

temperature kßT? = 1.14cc axp(-l/(N0V X")).

The case: A" = 0

Before starting the discussion of these two general cases, we consider the

boundary situation with A" = 0. The only eigenvector of the matrix Qlv

with a non-vanishing eigenvalue corresponds to the form of A' given by in

Eq. (4.25). Hence, in this case, disorder would not alter the structure of the

nucleating order parameter

A =
( MocA'ocf

.

fffi--). (5.18)
\ d J y sign(cm)V|e(| J

The instability equation (5.15) becomes

1

NQV
A'/ita kBT) + et(l - ö2)f2(T, kBT), (5.19)

where et(l — 52) is the eigenvalue of the matrix Qlr. We replace A =

\n(TJT) + 1/NoVX' and A' = -(e, + e,) + 2emö in Eq. (5.19) and find

ln(T</T) = 77T^r^r^^(r'k^- (5-2°)
\Ls t tt) — £emo

Using Eq. (5.18) we obtain

ln(ï)=ÏT^/2(7'0' (5-21)

where

(il> + 6d)2
V~

d2(l-62Y
(5.22)
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Figure 5.2: The critical temperature as a function of the impurity concen¬

tration reduced so as to have a slope of —1 at t ~ 1 for different values of rj.

For the value of 77, see Eq. (5.51). This result is valid only for A" = 0.

with t — T/Tc and 7 = T/kBTc. The effect of impurity scattering affects Tc
as in unconventional superconductors in general [49]. However, a distinctive

point is the presence of the pre-factor 1/(1+77). A similar result was obtained

for the s+g-superconductivity in borocarbides [50].
In order to visualize the behavior of the onset temperature of supercon¬

ductivity depending on impurity concentrations, we introduce the normal¬

ization with respect to the initial slope of Tc-reduction.

^imp 7

(-dnimp/dt)t=1 (-d^/dt)t=i
(5.23)

Fig, 5.2 shows the evolution of t as a function of n' for different values of

r) when the subdominant channel has A" = 0.

For 77 > 0, the superconducting instability extends to large impurity
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concentrations n' with the asymptotical behavior of the critical temperature

0.88 r" - t - 4(1+T?V. (5.24)
7T

Hence, we observe a variation of the robustness against non-magnetic impu¬
rities. For r\

— 0, the standard behavior of an unconventional superconductor
is found, while for n —> oo the non-sensitivity against disorder analogous to

a conventional superconducting phase is realized. The latter case coincides

with the suppression of the spin-triplet component in the pure phase. The

exponent r\ can be interpreted as the product of two ratios

(NxAx(k) + N2A2(k))

where r/i,2 corresponds to the ratio between the s-wave spin-singlet com¬

ponent (numerator) and the spin-triplet component lying in the first and

second band (denominator), respectively. Once (NiAi(k) + N2A2(k)) ^ 0,

the robustness of the superconducting state against disorder is introduced

by the presence of a s-wave spin-singlet contribution.

For other unconventional pairing states which do not belong to the trivial

representation A\, the impurity contribution to the self-energy of anomalous

type is zero and we recover exactly the result obtained by Larkin [49].

The case: A" ^ 0

In this case, the eigenvectors of the two matrices Ql and Q'r are different,
such that we need to diagonalize the matrix appearing in Eq. (5.15). The

highest eigenvalue and its eigenvector read

2A = 2A/A + c1-c2 + -l/c2. + c3, (5.26)

oc I v ^
h<* 1

, (5.27)
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where (ip',d') are normalized (ip12 + d'2 = 1). Furthermore, the parameters

Ci are defined as

Cl = (1-62) e*
et(et - es - 2em6) + 2e

A
A>,

Af
(1 ~ ^2) f a ,

e? + e4^(em ~ etö) - es
c2 =

AA
—

|A
+

^

4(e^-eaet)(em-e^)2(e52-l)2f2
C3 =

jfj"
"

h,

c4 = hh + et(l-52)h,

c5 = \/4(em - etö)2 + (e* - e, + A)2.

]/2,

(5.28)

The equation determining the critical temperature can be expressed as

2

N0V
2X'f1(ec,kBT) + ci - c2 + ^JcJ+oi. (5.29)

When we again use the relation A = ln(Tc/T) + l/NQVX', we can cancel the

2/N0V term appearing on the left-hand side of Eq. (5.29) and reach a new

convenient representation,

2A'ln(i)+Cl
n2

-2 2A'ln(- ) +ci c2 - c3 = 0. (5.30)

We assume now that the second channel is attractive, A" > 0, so that the

clean system is characterized by a second lower (bare) critical temperature
t" = re'/Te. We use the relation A = ln(Te/r) + ln(rj")A"/(A" - A') to

simplify Eq. (5.30). This leads to an equation of the second order in ln(i) of

the following form which allows us to determine both transition temperatures

(t = T/Te or t = T"/Tc)

In (jj (ln(t") - /2(7, *) - ln(*)) = 3^/2(7, <) ln(*")> (5-31)

where r\ is now given by the form of the order parameter in the clean system

(iP' + 6d')2
V

d'2(l-52Y

and (ip', d') are connected to the pairing potential via Eq. (4.25).

(5.32)
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Figure 5.3: The critical temperature as a function of the impurity concen¬

tration and for different values of n. Those corresponding to the dominant

channel, thick lines, have been reduced so as to have a slope of —1 at t = 1.

The thin lines show the evolution of the subdominant channel. This result is

obtained supposing that the subdominant channel is attractive and f" = 0 2.

Fig. 5.3 shows the solutions of Eq. (5.31) for different values of n and

for tQ' — 0.2 in the pure case. The thick line shows the onset temperature

of superconductivity as a function of n'. The thin line correspond to the

bare transition temperature of subdominant instability, as obtained from the

square root appearing in Eq. (5.29).
The presence of an attractive subdominant channel supports the survival

of superconductivity under non-magnetic impurity scattering. The lowest

limit for the critical temperature is given by

"T+-
lim t = t01+"

Using Eq (5.29) to simplify Eq, (5.27), we find that the form of the order
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parameter nucleating at the critical temperature t is given by

^
( l + h(t) 5f3(t)\ ( iP'\

K

[ o i ){d')'
(5'33)

where we have introduced the function /3(i) defined as

f m -

(l + n)\n(t)
m ~

-(i + v)Ht)-Ht"Y
(5-34)

The spin-singlet component of the order parameter increases with disorder.

In the limit of a dirty system, the character of the order parameter is purely

spin-singlet. Note that the subdominant instability is, in any case, suppressed

by the disorder. The larger rj, the stronger the suppression.

The behavior of the spin-singlet component ip of the normalized order

parameter as a function of the critical temperature t and for different values

of 77 is shown in the Fig. 5.4. The order-parameter of the clean system is

supposed to be in the spin-triplet channel.

The case with a repulsive subdominant channel, A" < 0, can be easily
treated within Eqs. (5.31) and (5.34), substituting ln(t") with l/N0VRff,
where

ill
,

(5.35)
N0Veff N0VX' NoVX"'

From Eq. (5.31) we find that superconductivity disappears for sufficiently

high impurity concentrations. The critical impurity concentration n'c is given

by

0.88Ä* =

i(1 + VK'c. (5.36)
7T

Furthermore, the spin-singlet component of the nucleating order parameter

decreases with disorder evolving towards

ex I (5.37)

at the critical impurity concentration n'c.
It has to be noted that, for almost every combination of the pairing

interaction, A" ^ 0. However, the realization of one of the two scenarios

described in this chapter can be observed only if |A"| is very close to or

bigger than A', respectively. This means that, in general, we will observe

behavior very similar to that described by A" = 0.
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0.5

T)=0.01

Figure 5.4: The spin-singlet component ip of the normalized order parameter

as a function of the critical temperature t and for different values of 77. This

result is obtained supposing that the subdominant channel is attractive with

t" = 0.2 and that the order parameter of the clean system is spin-triplet .

5.3 Static uniform spin susceptibility

The expression for the static uniform spin suceptibility formulated in real

space reads

Xij = -PB Hm J dr" jdr" Tr {^ (tt (i&a(r')^(r")<^*(r")^(r')))} ,

r —* r

where the bar denotes the average over the impurity position [51]. We intro¬

duce the notation,

llla0(r - r",r" - r') = (rr (^(r)^(r")^*(r")^(r'))
= {G(r - r")cjG(r" - r') - F(r - r")â]F^(r" - r')}ai
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n3 1I4

rl = A+A+M+H+^+R
Figure 5.5: Required diagrams for II1.

for its kernel. Since the average of a product of two Green's functions does

not equal the product of the two separate averages, the expressions (5.8, 5.9)
for the normal and anomalous Green's functions are not sufficient to compute

the susceptibility.

Abrikosov and Gor'kov present the relevant set of diagrams necessary

to compute this average in the context of the Born approximation [52,53].
The required graphs are of the ladder type and they can be generated self-

consistently by the set of diagrams shown in Fig. 5.5. The last four diagrams

are obtained by the following decomposition

v(^A(î/)^(r)^(r)^(/')^>A(^)^(r')^(r')^(î/'))
- (TT (iPx(v)iPi(r))) (TT (Mr)^(r'')<?iMr'H(r'))) (Tr (M^W))

- (TT (Mv)Mr))) (TT (^(r)iP\(r'')^Mr'')4(r'))) (TT (^(r')^(y'))}

+ (TT (ipx(y)ipa(r))) (TT (Vi(r)VV'K^(r")^(r'))> (^ (^(OW)))
- (TT (iPx(y)^(r)))(TT (Mr)^(r'>i5iPs(r")Mr'))) (tt (^J(r')^(î/'))) •

(5.38)

Thus, to determine ft} we require three other quantities. We introduce them

as the Fourier transform

fl)(k,k') =11 drdr' f fdrdr'tl)(r,r')exp~i(k-r-unT)-i{k' -r' -ùj'nr')
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of the following quantities

fl2(r - r", r" - r') = iôy (tt (V^^V)^^")^'))'
tl)(r - r",r" - r') = ioy (tt (ipî(r)ipî(r")à3ip(r")ip(r')\\ ioy

n*(r - r", r" - r') = (TT (^(r)^")^^")^')) \ By.

Introducing the averaged functions

(5.39)

we can easily derive the equation corresponding to Fig. 5.5,

Û](k,k) = G(k)à3G(k)-F(k)â]F](k)

+ G(k)K)G(k) + F(k)(~ic7v)k]G(k)

+ F(k)(-iây)K)(-Wy)F\k) + G(k)Â4J(-iây)F\k). (5.40)

The analogous set of ladder diagrams for U2(k, k) can be obtained from the

decomposition,

7r(^(j/)^(r)^(r)^(r'')<,^(^)^^)#(^)^(2/'

[TT (iPl(y)tâ(r))) (rr (iPa(r)iP\(r'')a^Mr''H^))) fr (Mr')^(y')))

+ (tt (Ur)^y(y))) (Tr {{r)^{r>iMr")^ß{r'))) (Tr {M^W)))

- (TT (iPa(r)^(y))) (Tr ^i(r)iP\(r'')a^iP5(r'')Mr'))) (tt {^(t')^'

[TT (iPl,(y)iPi(r)))(TT (iPa(rH\(r")^5Mr")Mr'))) (tt (^(r')^(y'))
(5.41
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The corresponding equation reads

tl2(k,k) - -iÔyFt(k)&jG(k)-i&yGr(-k)âJP*(k)

- iavF^k)k)G(k) + i<TyGT(-k)(-iây)k2G(k)

+ iâyÔJ(-k)(-ièy)k)(-ièv)F\k) - iduF^(k)k%-iây)F\k).

(5.42)

To be able to construct the system of equations necessary to calculate II},
we should also determine the equations for fi? and fi*. However, as for the

superconducting alloys [52] it turns out that,

k](iu>n) = -k](iun) and k2(iujn) = -k*(iun).

thus only two equations are necessary to calculate fij. We rewrite Eqs. (5.40)
and (5.42) using the two band formalism

Ûl(k, k) = [(G2(k) + F2(k)) gkj&i(k) + (G\(k) + F^k)) gkj&2(k)] (1 + A0

+ [d^iWsfc^iW + G2(k)F2(k)gkj&2(k)] 2A2. (5.43)

fl2(k,k) - [(G1(-k)~G1(k))F1(k)gkjâ1(k)

+ (G2(-k) - G2(k)) F2(k)gkjâ2(k)] (1 + A0

+ [(G1(-k)G1(k)-F?(k))gkdâ1(k)
+ (G2{~k)G2(k) - F2(k)) gkjâ2(k)] A2. (5.44)

Since we are interested in the diagonal component of the susceptibility, we

expressed the matrices kj as kj = A^âj. Furthermore, we neglected all

interband contributions. As we saw in Section 4.4, this choice is justified if

a/kBTc » 1. Using this notation, we can substitute Eqs. (5.43) and (5.44)
in (5.39) to perform the average on the impurities' position. The resulting

set of equations reads,

A] = rf^i + A1)-*^^]

A2 - T [i^R* (l + A]) + ù2nR] A2] , (5.45)
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where,

R) =

2

R2 =

1

B* = \

obtain

K

(i + sN) (l-M Cfc

(^ + IV» + %fc||2)3/2 (Û2 + IV- - d\gk\\^Y/2) W/k
'

(l + öN)(i> + d\gk\) (l-6N)(j-d\gk\)\2 \

^2 + \^ + d\gk\\2)^2 (ü* + \i>-d\gk\\*)WJ9>*/k

(l + SN)\iP + d\gk\\2 (l~5N)\iP-d\gk\\2\2 \

(Ql + |V> + d\gk\\*)W (û> + |Vi - d\gk\\2)W) 9^/k
'

TR* + T2Q2n [(R2)2 - R]R
i - r(^3 + üiR)) - rwn [(R]y - r)r*\

(5.46)

(5.47)

The diagonal part of the susceptibility as a function of disorder follows

straightforward by

Xn = -4^/^-^Tr{â,Il|(^,/r)}
= Xp{l + (ci(fc)(l-^))fc}
- 4^£Tr{^|^ö}(M)}
= Xp{l + {ci(k)(l-9Q)k-nkBTY:§}- (5-48)

Substituting (5.47) in (5.48) we find

Xn = Xp|l + (Ci(*)(l-flO)fc

, tV R] + T^[(R23)2~R)R^ \
B

£< 1 - Y(R] + Ö2Ä1) _ pûg [(^)2 _ ^3] j-
(5.49)

We are now able to study the effect of the disorder on the static uniform

spin susceptibility. In general, we first have to solve the set of Eqs. (5.10)
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to (5.13) for deriving Qn and ip, which are necessary to compute Eq. (5.49).

However, in the case of a pure s-wave spin-singlet order parameter this is not

necessary. In fact, in that case, Anderson's theorem still holds, so that

ip = ipw, u)n — w„w, with w — 1 + F
=,

and the susceptibility can be expressed directly via ip and w„,

*J = X'j1+ (<*<*> MO)*

-nkBT Y^
\2Kkh

K + h/f) y^l + W + r(i - (§lk)k)]
(5.50)

In the case of CePt3Si in which gk oc (ky, —kx, 0), we expect that the suscep¬

tibility shows a temperature dependence only for fields along the xy-plane

(xx — Xxx = Xyy)- The top plot of Fig. 5.6 shows the solution of Eq. (5.50)
for xx as a function of temperature and for different impurity scattering

rates T. For simplicity we set ci to be zero. The spin susceptibiliy changes

considerably with disorder and its value increases. For large impurity scat¬

tering rates, the value of the spin susceptibility in the superconducting state

approaches that characterizing the normal state. Conventional supercon¬

ductivity usually does not show this effect [51]. However, in the presence

of strong spin-orbit scattering, a similar behavior has been predicted and

observed [38,54].
The bottom plot of Fig. 5.6 shows the paramagnetic spin susceptibility

in the case of a pure spin triplet order parameter with constant density of

state 6 — 0. The spin susceptibility increases while the critical tempera¬

ture decreases. At sufficiently large impurity scattering (F = 0.88A:ßTc), the

superconducting transition is suppressed.

For the general form of order-parameter, the behavior of the the spin

susceptibility with disorder depends essentially on two factors. The first is

the value of 77 = (n + S)2/(l -S2), which has been defined in Eq. (5.32). The

second is the character of the subdominant channel.

If the value of rj is relatively small and the subdominant channel is re¬

pulsive, then the spin susceptibility behaves qualitatively like the pure spin
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triplet order parameter with constant density of state. The top plot of Fig.

5.7 shows the case characterized by vi — 0.5 and where the subdominant

channel is repulsive, A" < 0, and characterized by A"/A' « 14. Instead, if 77 is

sufficiently large or the subdominant channel is attractive, the spin suscep¬

tibility increases considerably with disorder, while the critical temperature

changes only marginally. In that case, the behavior of the spin suscepti¬

bility is similar to that obtained for the pure spin-singlet order parameter.

77 is clearly large if the spin-singlet component is much larger than that of

the spin-triplet (v\ » 1). However, for CePt3Si, there is experimental evi¬

dence [21-24] about the presence of line nodes; then vx is perhaps small. In

that case, 77 can be large only if the density of state is distributed mainly in

one band. The alternative lies in the presence of an attractive subdominant

channel.

The bottom plot of Fig. 5.7 shows the case characterized by vi — 0.8 and

where the subdominant channel is attractive, A" > 0, and characterized by

T"/Tc — 0.5. In that case, the critical temperature decreases with disorder

upto T/Tc = Tc"/7;1/(1+77) s» 0.8. Because, in our case, 77 = (ut + ci)2/(l -

62) = 2.253, with 6 = 0.5. The spin susceptibility increases with disorder

approaching the value of the normal state susceptibility. This behavior is

similar to that showed by the pure spin singlet order parameter in the (top)

plot of Fig 5.6. This can be explained by the fact that the triplet component

of the order parameter is gradually suppressed with disorder in the presence

of an attractive subdominant channel [17], see also Section 5.2. This means

than the line nodes present in the clean system disappear with disorder. This

last phenomenon is indirectly showed by the temperature dependence at low

T of the spin susceptibility. The bottom plot of Fig. 5.7 shows a linear

temperature dependence for the spin susceptibility of a clean system, while

the dirty system shows an exponential temperature dependence.

5.4 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, we looked at the effect of disorder on the superconducting

state belonging to the trivial representation Ai. We used, for this study,
the well known Born approximation, which is valid provided that the impu-
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rity potential is small in comparision with the characteristic electron energy

scale. We have shown that, depending on the properties characterizing the

dominant and the subdominant pairing channels, the .Ai-phase is affected by

non-magnetic impurities in different ways.

In particular, the critical temperature Tc is unaffected by non-magnetic

impurities only in the case of a pure s-wave spin singlet order parameter. In

the general case, Tc decreases with disorder. Its behavior depends on

_

(ip + Sd)2
V

d2(l-62)'

and on the character of the subdominant channel. In particular, the super¬

conductivity survives to the disorder in the case of an attractive subdominant

channel. In that case, the critical temperature of the dirty system is reduced

to
i

rp rpll 1+77

where T" is the critical temperature of the bare subdominant channel. In¬

stead, if the subdominant channel is repulsive, the superconductivity disap¬

pears at a critical impurity concentration. In all cases, the dependence of Tc

on the impurity concentration is very characteristic and could be used to es¬

tablish the realization of the ylrphase and the property of the subdominant

pairing channels.

The effect of disorder on the static uniform susceptibility also depends

on 77 and on the character of the subdominant channel. We studied the

temperature dependence of the susceptibility for fields along the xy-plane

(X± = Xxx = Xyy) m the case of CePt3Si. If 77 is sufficiently large or the

subdominant channel is attractive, the spin susceptibility increases consider¬

ably with disorder, while the critical temperature changes only marginally.

For large impurity scattering rates the value of the spin susceptibility in the

superconducting state approaches that characterizing the normal state.
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r=0.85 kn T
B c

0.5 T/T

Figure 5 6: The static uniform spin susceptibility for fields in the xy-plane,

Xx as a function of the temperature and for different value of the impurity

scattering rate T. We chose gk oc (—ky, kx, 0) (CePt3Si) The top plot shows

the spin susceptibility for a pure s-wave spin-singlet order parameter, while

the bottom plot shows the result for a pure protected spin-triplet state. In

both cases, we assume constant density of state 5 = 0.
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r=4k t
Be,*

05 T/T

05 T/T

Figure 5 7 The static uniform spin susceptibility for fields in the xy-plane,

Xx as a function of the temperature and for different values of the impurity

scattering rate V We chose gk oc (—ky,kx,0) (CePt3Si) The top plot

shows the spin susceptibility for vx — ip/d = 0 5, in the case of a repulsive,

A" < 0, subdominant channel The bottom plot shows the result for vi = 0 8

and an attractive, A" > 0, subdominant channel, characterized by Tc" = 05

(6 = 0 5, ec = 30kBTc)



Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis, we have studied basic aspects of superconductivity in materials

without an inversion center. All results of this thesis derive from the presence

of an antisymmetric (gk = ~g_fc) sphi orbit coupling term

agk S (6.1)

in the single particle Hamiltonian, which is used to describe the normal state

of the material. The strength of our results lies in the fact that the gk-vectOï
function is determined only by symmetry arguments. gk is different from

zero only in crystals without an inversion center, and its structure has been

determined for all twentyone point groups without the inversion element, see

Appendix A. On the contrary, the coupling strength a has a microscopic

origin, a is expected to become significant compared to the electron energy

scale eF in material with heavy nucléons.

However, we have shown that the energy scales determining the super¬

conducting regime are a and kBTc. If a » kBTc, then only spin triplet
states with d(k)\\gk survive to the lack of inversion symmetry. This class

of protected spin-triplet states mixes with spin-singlet states which are in

general unaffected by the lack of the inversion symmetry. The general form

for the superconducting order parameter has been deduced

Ar(fe) = £xf(*)Ä.(fe)
j=l
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where

Âa(k) =[ip + d(gk &)] io-y,

is the most symmetric superconducting state, called "s-wave", and xï(k)
are basis functions belonging to the even irreducible representation of the

different Laue classes, see Appendix A. In addition to the pure spin-singlet

ea and spin-triplet et pairing, the pairing interaction includes a parity mixing

contribution em corresponding to an inter-parity scattering of Cooper pairs.

The microscopic origin of this last term can be found in the Dzyaloshinskii-

Moriya magnetic interaction, which is present in systems without inversion

symmetry, see Appendix B. The role played by this last term is not yet

clear. However, our calculations show that the form of the order parameter,

represented by a singlet and a triplet component A = (ip,d), is determined

by the combinations of the three types of pairing interaction (es, et,em) and

the distribution of the density of states on the two non-degenerated bands 6.

The two-component structure of the order parameter allows for two distinct

pairing channels. The dominant channel determines the superconducting
transition for the clean system, while the dependence of superconductivity

on temperature and non-magnetic impurity is determined by the character

of the subdominant channel.

We have applied this theory to the study of the "s-wave" state in the

context of CePt3Si. In particular, we found that if \d\ > \ip\ and ip ^ 0

one Fermi surface would have accidental nodes perpendicular to the z-axis.

This is the case if the spin-triplet pairing interaction is more attractive than

the spin-singlet interaction, i.e. et < 0 with et < ea. Moreover, we need

em t^ esS. There is important experimental evidence confirming the realiza¬

tion of this superconducting state in CePt3Si. In particular, the analysis of

the results concerning the nuclear magnetic relaxation rate l/TiT, obtained

by Pt-NMR [10,21,22], see Fig. 1.3
,
shows two behaviors which contradict

the conventional picture of superconductivity. The NMR relaxation rate

shows the Hebel-Slichter coherence peak, indicating an s-wave-like pairing,
and at low temperature shows a power law, indicating unconventional pair¬

ing. Recent numerical calculations of 1/T\T [25] show that this situation is

compatible with the realization of the "s-wave" state which we propose. Fig.

6.1 shows the numerical result. The WFF (dashed line) is related to the co-
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Figure 6.1: Numerical result for the temperature dependence of the nuclear

spin lattice relaxation rate 1/TjT, from N. Hayashi et al. [25]

herence effect and gives the dominant contribution to the peak below Tc. In

contrast, Wgg (dashed-dotted line) describes the contribution of the density
of states. The temperature dependence of 1/T{TC exibits a T2 power law at

low temperatures, characteristic of the presence of line nodes in the gap. Such

a gap with line nodes is also suggested by measurements of the London pene¬

tration depth [23] and thermal conductivity [24]. Numerical estimation of the

superfluid density demonstrates that our pairing model is compatible with

the observed London penetration depth [55]. Furthermore, the supercon¬

ducting state which we propose should be confirmed by other experimental
studies. For example, we expect surface bound states with subgap energies
similar to unconventional superconductors [56]. Those should leave their sig¬
nature in the tunneling conductance. Moreover, the angle-resolved thermal

conductivity and Josephson effect could give information on the character of

the subdominant pairing channel. This methods are sensitive to the position
of the line nodes. A possible movement of the line node with temperature

should be detected. If after decreasing the temperature the length of the line

nodes increases, then the subdominant channel is repulsive. The character of

the subdominant channel could also be investigated studying the dependence
of Tc on the non-magnetic impurity concentration. However, the problem of

non-magnetic impurities in CePt3Si seems to be more complex than in our

simple treatment. The chemical substitution of Ce by non-magnetic La have

ooi

0001

nnnm
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been studied [57]. However, Ce is magnetic and the La substitution results

in being more like a magnetic impurity substitution. Quite a small concen¬

tration of La, « 2%, almost completely suppresses superconductivity. The

La substitution also strongly suppresses the Néel transition. The substitu¬

tion of Si by Ge has also been investigated [10]. In this case, the volume of

the sample and the Néel transition increase with the Ge concentration. The

superconductivity is suppressed for concentrations of Ge of the order of 10%.

Another important part of this thesis is devoted to the study of the para¬

magnetic limiting of the superconducting phase. The spin-singlet state be¬

comes more robust against paramagnetic depairing in systems without an

inversion center. In particular, we found that for large values of a/kBTc, the

paramagnetic limiting field and the static uniform spin susceptibility have

similar behaviors for both spin-singlet or protected spin-triplet states. These

quantities suggest a large anisotropy of Hc2 in CePt3Si. However, measure¬

ments in a single crystal, see Fig. 1.2, show that the anisotropy of Hc2
between fields along the z-axis and fields lying in the xy-plane is relatively
small. Kaur et al. were able to show that this reduction of the anisotropy is

possibly induced by the presence of a finite-q helical phase and they propose

a Josephson junction experiment that can unambiguously identify the helical

order [35]. In particular, the Josephson current should display an interference

pattern for a field perpendicular to the junction. Several research groups are

also trying to deduce the static uniform spin susceptibility by Knight shift

measurement. In particular, the group of M. Yogi is looking at the Knight
shift by a 29Si-NMR study [58], For this measurement, the single crystal is

reduced in powder to allow the magnetic field to penetrate in the simple.

The powder is aligned under high magnetic field. The spin susceptibility for

fields along the z-axis seems to remain constant in the supeconducting phase.
The behavior for fields in the xy-plane is not yet clear. However, in the case

of CePt3Si, the utilization of powder can induce a strong deviation of the

results from what we expect for the single crystal. This is because we ex¬

pect that the effect of spin-reversing scattering due to the boundaries of the

small specimens is important in this material with heavy nucléons. It is well

known that this effect can drastically reduce the Knight shift [38,54]. In the

last chapter of this thesis, we have shown that the presence of non-magnetic
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impurity in superconductors without an inversion center can further reduce

the Knight shift.

There are other non-centrosymmetric superconductors with noticeable

properties. For example, the heavy fermion compound Ulr, whicli has a

monoclinic crystal structure. This material becomes a superconductor under

a pressure of w 2.6 - 2.65GPa and at very low temperature Tc fa 0.14K [59].
The superconducting dome lies close to the quantum critical point separat¬

ing the ferromagnetic and the paramagnetic phases. Its exact position is not

yet clear. However, the question of coexistence and competition of super¬

conductivity and ferromagnetism in superconductors without an inversion

center is an interesting problem by itself [60]. More recently, the discovery
of the system Li2Pd3(1_;i:) Pt3lB, with generating point group O, seems to

give the possibility to study, in a continous way, the transition between a

conventional superconductor x — 0 and a more unconventional one observed

for x
- 1 [61-64].

In this thesis, we also provided an extensive list of further non-centrosymmetric

superconductors. We leave to the experimentalist the task of checking if some

exotic unconventional superconductors belong to these compounds.
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Appendix A

Tables and Figures for various

crystal symmetries

The symbols used to draw the symmetry transformations for the three-

dimensional representation of the point groups

Rotation axis Roto-inversion axis

IAII A \ T
C2 C3 C4 C6 S3 S4 So
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A.l Cubic crystal systems

O Td T

Figure A.l: Three-dimensional representation of the three point groups with¬

out inversion symmetry for cubic crystal systems.
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G' V(G) gk

O Alu kxx + kyy + kzz

Td A2u kx(k2-k2y)x + ky(k2x-k2z)y + ks(k2y-kl)z
T Ai„ oti(kxx + kyy + kzz)

A2u +a2[kx(k2 - k2y)x + ky(k2 - k2z)y + kz(k2y - kpz)

Table A.l: The g^-vector for the three point groups G' without the inversion

symmetry for cubic crystal systems. The basic point group G is Oh-

G' Compound Space Group Tc Ref.

0 Mo3Al2C P4X32 10K [65,66]

La3Rh4Sni3 I4X32 3.2K [67,68]

La2Pd3(1_:r)Pt3I P4332 2.5-8K [61,62,69]

Td Ti5Re24 type, e.g Nbo.24Tco.7e I43m 12.9K [70-72]

Pu2C3 type, e.g. Y2C3 I43d 17K [73-77]

[78-82]

Th3P4 type, e.g. La3S4 I43d 8.06K [83]
Th4D15 I43d 7.63K [84,85]

T LaRhSi P2i3 4.35K [86]
LalrSi P2X3 2.3K [86,87]

Table A.2: List of compounds with cubic space group generating by point

groups without the inversion operator.
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G' T(G') xf(fc)

O, Td A1 ß1 + ß2(kl + k2y + kl)

A2 (kl - k2)(k2y - kl)(kl - kl)

E 2kl - k2x - k2y = u

V3(kl-k2y)-v
Fj kykz(k2y - kl)

f^z^xX^z x)

k_ky(kx — ky)

~T ~~Tl ß1 + ß2(kl + kl + kl)

+ß3(kl-k2y)(k2y-kD(kl-k2x)
A2 l/y/2(u - v)

Bi l/V2(u + v)

V3(kl-k2y)
Fi ß!kykz(k2y - kl) + ß2kykz

ßikzkx(kl - kl) + ß2kzkx

ßikxky(k2x - kl) + ß2kxky

Table A.3: Basis functions for the superconducting state in the case of cubic

crystal systems.
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A.2 Tetragonal crystal systems

D4 C4v D2d

C4 S4

Figure A.2: Three-dimensional representation of the five point groups with¬

out inversion symmetry for tetragonal crystal systems.
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G' r 9k

D4 Ai„ oi\kzz + a2(kxx + kyy)

Civ A2u ai(kxy - kyx) + a2(kl - kl)(kyx + kxy)

+OV3 KxKyKzyKx KyjZ

D2rf Bi„ ai(kxx - kyy) + a2kz(k2x - k2)z

C4 Alu axkzz + a2(kxx + kyy)

A2u +a3(kxy - kyx) + aA(k2 ~ k2y)(kyx + kxy)

S4 Bi„ Ofi(fca.x - kyy) + a2kz(k2x - k^z
B2u +«3(^2/ + fcy*) + OlikxkykzZ

Table A.4: The gfc-vector for the five tetragonal point groups without inver¬

sion symmetry. The basic point group G is Dih-

G' Compound Space Group Tc Ref.

D4 -
-

C4v LaPtSi type, e.g. ThlrSi I4jmd 6.5K [88-92]

CePt3Si P4mm 0.75K [6]

Dto - -

C4 La5B2C6 type P4 6.9K [93-96]

S4 Ni3P type, e.g. Mo3P 14 5.31K [97,98]

Table A.5: List of compounds with tetragonal space group generating by

point groups without the inversion operator.
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G' T(G') XÏ(k)

D4, C4l), D2d A1 ß1+ß2(kl + kl)+ß3kl
A2 kxky[kx — ky)

Bi Kx S

B2 ^x^y

E

KyKz

C4, s4 Ai ßi + ß2(k2x + k2y) + ß3kl

A2 ßl(kl - k2y) + ß2kXky

Bi ~\X ~i" Irhyjn'z

B2 (."'X ifcyjfcz

Table A.6: Basis functions for the superconducting state in the case of tetrag¬

onal crystal systems.
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A.3 Hexagonal crystal systems

D6 Cöv D3h

C6 C3h

Figure A.3: Three-dimensional representation of the five point groups with¬

out inversion symmetry for hexagonal crystal systems.
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G' 9k

D6 Aiu ctikzz + ct2(kxx + kyy)

C6„ A2u di(kxy - kyx) + ct2kz(kl - 3kxkl)(k^ - 3kykl)z

D3h B2„ ai(k* - 3kykl)z + a2kz[(k2x - k2y)y - 2kxkyx]

CQ Ai„ OL\kzz + a2(kxx + kyy)

A2u +a3(kxy - kyx) + aA(k3x - SA^/c2)^ - Zkykl)z

C3h B2„ a^tf - 3fcv^)i + a2^p2 - k2y)y - 2kxkyx]

Bi„ a3(kx - 3kxkl)z + a^p2, - kl)x - 2kxkyy]

Table A.7: The g^-vector for the five hexagonal point groups without inver¬

sion symmetry. The basic point group G is DGh.

G' Compound Space Group Tc Ref.

D6

Cqv MoN P63mc 15.1K [99]

GaN P63mc 5.85K [100,101]

Lio.3Ti1.1S2 P63mc 13K [102,103]

Da/, MoC P6m2 9.26K [104,105]

NbSe P6m2 6.3K [106-108]

c6

C3A

ZrNiAl type, e.g. ZrRuP P62m 12.93K [109,110]

- - - -

Table A.8: List of compounds with hexagonal space group generating by

point groups without the inversion operator.
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e r(G') xï(k)

Dfl, C*,, D3h Ai ft + /?2(fc2 + fc2) + ß3k\

+ß4(kx - 15kxk2y + 15*2*2 - fcy)
A2 (A£ - 3fcxfc2)(^ - 3fcyfc2)

Bi kz(kl - 3kxk2y)
B2 kz(kl - 3kykl)

E2 fc2 - fc2

Cfl) C3fc Ai Ä + /?2(fc2 + fc2) + /33fc2
^~

+/?4(^-15A#c2 + 15A^-^)
+A(^-3^2)(^-3^2)

A2 (fcs - iky)2

Bi (fca, + iky)2

B2 /^(Ä* - 3fcxfc2) + ß2kz(k3y - 3kyk2x)

V^ 1 KZKy

C2 A^AÔ;

Table A.9: Basis functions for the superconducting state in case of hexagonal

crystal systems.
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A.4 Trigonal crystal systems

D3 C3v Cl

Figure A.4: Three-dimensional representation of the three point groups with¬

out inversion symmetry for trigonal crystal systems.

G' r 9k

D3 Ai„ a1kzz + a2(kxx + kyy)

c3t) A2u (kxy - kyx)

c3 Ai„ atik2z + a2(kxx + kvy)

A2u +a3(kxy - kyx)

Table A. 10: The «^-vector for the three trigonal point groups without inver¬

sion symmetry. The basic point group G is D3d.

G' Compound Space Group Tc Ref.

D3 -

~~ ~~~

~~- '- ~-

C3v 3R-MoS2 type, e.g. Ba02(NH3)j/MoS2 R3m 5.7K [111-115]

C3 -
-

Table A. 11: List of compounds with trigonal space group generating by point

groups without the inversion operator.
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G' r(G') xl(k)

D3, C3lJ

A:

A2

Bi

Al ß^ß^kl + kD+ß^l
A2 ß,(kx - 3^)^ - 3kyk2x) + ß2kz(ky - 3kyk2x)
E 0i(kl-kl) + fak,k,

ßz2kxky + ßikzky

ßl+ß2(kl + k2y) + ß,kl

~\~j3^yK,x ôKxfàyJ\fày ôKyK>x) -\- fJ^rCzx'^i] ^y^x)

ß1(k2x-k2y) + ß2kzkx

ßz2kxky + ß4,kzky

Table A 12- Basis functions for the superconducting state in case of trigonal

crystal systems.

A.5 Orthorhombic crystal systems

D2 C2v

Figure A 5 Three-dimensional representation of the two point groups with¬

out inversion symmetry for orthorhombic crystal systems
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G' r 9fc

D2 Aiu aikxx + a2kyy + a3kzz

C2v Biu aikyx + a2kxy

Table A. 13: The gk-vector for the two orthorhombic point groups without

inversion symmetry. The basic point group G is D2h-

G' Compound Space Group Tc Ref.

D2 -

'

- -

~-

C2v TiFeSi type, e.g. NbReSi Ima2 5.1K [92,116]

Table A. 14: List of compounds with orthorhombic space group generating

by point groups without the inversion operator.

G' T(G') x[(k)

D2, C2„ Ai ßi + ß2k2x + ß3k2y + ß4k2z

A2 kzkx

DJ KXKy

B2 kykz

Table A.15: Basis functions for the superconducting state in case of or-

thorombic crystal systems.
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A.6 Monoclinic crystal systems

Figure A.6: Three dimensional representation of the two point groups with¬

out inversion symmetry for monoclinic crystal systems.

G' r 9k

C2 Allt axkxx + a2kyy + a3kzz

a4kxy + cthkyX

Cs A2u otikxz + a2kyz + a3kzx + a2kzy

Table A. 16: The «^-vector for the two monoclinic point groups without

inversion symmetry. The basic point group G is C2h-

G' Compound Space Group Tc Ref.

C2 Ulr P2i 0.1K [59]

Table A. 17: List of compounds with monoclinic space group generating by

point groups without the inversion operator.
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G' r(G') xl(k)

C2, Cs Ai ßi+ß2k2x + ß3k2y + ßAk2z + Ä^Aj

A2 ßiA:^ + ß2kzky

Table A.18: Basis functions for the superconducting state in case of Mono¬

clinic crystal system.

A.7 Triclinic crystal systems

Figure A.7: Three-dimensional representation of the point group without

inversion symmetry for the triclinic crystal system.

Q' r 9k

Ci Ai„ c<ikxx + a2kyy + a3kzz

ct4kxy + a5kyx

a6kyz + arkzy

a$kzx + a9kxz

Table A. 19: The gk-vector f°r the triclinic point group C\ without inversion

symmetry. The basic point group G is C,.
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The list of compounds with triclinic space group generating by point

groups without the inversion operator can be found in [40], these are charge-

transfer Salts
.

G' T(G') xf(fc)

Cl Al ft + ß2kl + ß3k2y + ßAkl + ß5kXky

-rßf}kzkx + ß"jkzky

Table A.20: Basis function for the superconducting state in case of the Tri¬

clinic crystal system.



Appendix B

The origin of mixed

singlet-triplet pairing

interaction em

In this appendix, we consider a microscopic origin for the mixed singlet-

triplet pairing interaction em given in Eq. (4.8). In particular, we show that

that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya [43, 44] (DM) magnetic interaction gives a

contribution to em. Such an interaction is well known to exist for magnetic

systems that break inversion symmetry. We then show how this interaction

can arise from the single particle Hamiltonian given in Eq. (2.16) for both

a weakly interacting Fermi liquid and for a Hubbard model near half filling.

Note that the DM interaction is not the only microscopic interaction that

contributes to em. Nevertheless, this discussion suffices to show that em is

not in general zero and in some cases may provide a substantial contribution

to the superconducting condensation energy.

B.l DM Interaction

The DM interaction can be written

HDM = -^2iD(q)-SqxS_q, (B.l)
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where D(q) is a real vector that satisfies D(q) = —D(—q). Invariance of

H

dm under point group operations leads to the constraint RD^Q — Dq,
where R is the proper part of the rotation (R — Det(R) x R). Note that g(k)

satisfies the same symmetry relation (Rg^k = gk). Consequently, the two

vectors D(q) and g„ are not orthogonal. Extracting the pairing contribution

from Eq. B.l leads to the following mixed singlet-triplet pairing interaction

[-D(k - k') r]SiS2 rlWi + ftin [D(k - k') - r]lis, . (B.2)

If we assume the form D(k - k!) — em(gk> - gk) and impose symmetry

constraints that arise from Pauli exclusion, we arrive at the mixed parity

term in Eq. (4.8). As will be shown below, this form for D can be justified.

B.2 DM Interaction in a weakly interacting

Fermi liquid

The DM interaction is known to exist in materials without inversion symme¬

try. This implies that the DM interaction should arise as a consequence of

the existence of gk in the single particle Hamiltonian. Here, we calculate the

contribution of gk to the DM interaction through a calculation of the spin

susceptibility. In the normal state, the static spin-susceptibility is given by

Xij(Q) = ~rl2BkBT^2^Tr{âiG(k,ujn)âjG(k + q,ujn))}
k w"

(B.3)
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Upon using the form for the normal state Green's functions and carrying out

the trace over the spins, it can be shown

XM = -2AkBT^2^2{[ôv(l-gk-gk+q)
k <"n

+ (ê, • gk)(èj gk+q) + (c, gk+q){è3 gk)

+ i(ètx.ë3)-(gk+q-gk) Gi(fc,w„)Gi(fe + g,wn)

+ [M1 -

9k 9k+q) + & ' 0fc)(ej ' 9k+q)

+ (ê* • 9k+q)(èJ ' 9k) ~ *(ê, x e,) • (gk+q - gk)

G2(k,un)G2(k + q,u)n)

+ [<*.j(l + »A; • 9k+q) ~ (ê. Âfe)(ê, fffc+g)
~ (ê* • 9k+q)(èJ 9k) ~ *(é' x èj) (9k+q + 9k)]

Gi(k,un)G2(k + q,un)

+ [M1 + fffc
• 9fc+q) - (ê* »fe)(ê; fffe+q)

~ (ê« • 9k+q)(èJ 9k) + l(è* x ê,) (gk+q + 9k)

+ G2(k,ujn)Gi(k + q,UJn)\

The DM interaction is antisymmetric under interchange of i and j, this im¬

plies

D(q) = -2M2sA:sT^{[Gi(fc,^)Gi(fc + g,wn)

- G2(k, cjn)G2(k + qf,w„)] [gk+q - flfc]

+ [G2(A;,w„)Gi(fc + q,a;„)

- Gi(k,ujn)G2(k + q,ujn)}[gk+q + gk]j.
(B.4)
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Carrying out the sum over Matsubara frequencies, expanding the expression

for D(q) to a linear order in q one finds

D(q) = 2/x|£
fc

+ 99

V712 • q Vni q

VÇ2-q VÇi-g

ni - n2

(6-6):
r(V^ + V6)-

q-Vg

Vni+Vn2

6-fc

(B.£

where 6 = &(&), ni — (e^lkBT + 1) 1 is the Fermi distribution function for

band i, and V ~ V^,. To linear order in a, this gives

D(g) =
8^ga V" d2ni£k)

Ö
—J^9-k9k-

k "k
(B.6)

For example, if gk — k/kF (valid for a material with point group O), this

gives

D(q)
8pBot dN0

de £=0
^F

(B.7)

where |jr-|£=o is the the derivative of the density of states evaluated at the

Fermi surface. This can give rise to a large interaction when the derivative

in the density of states is large, for example, near a Van Hove singularity.

B.3 DM interaction within the Hubbard for

finite ASOC

Here we derive the DM interaction in the strong coupling regime by find¬

ing the effective Hamiltonian that governs the low-energy excitations of the

Hubbard model with ASOC in the large U/t regime. The technique used to

extract the Hamiltonian for the low-energy excitations is similar to that used

for the derivation of the t-J model starting from the Hubbard model.

We choose as the zeroth-order Hamiltonian the on site Coulomb repulsion

U — E/y^rijT7iip (B.8)
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The eigenstates of U are Fock states in the Wannier representation. U divides

the Fock space into two sub-spaces:

S = [\nlhnn,n2h---) :Ynü+nt] <1]

D = [\nlhnu,n2h---) : 3nu + n,T = 2].

(B.9)

D contains at least one doubly occupied site, and S are all configurations
with either one or zero electrons per site. The hopping

T^T' + T", (B.10)

where

(B.ll)

now contains an antisymmetric term (a%] = —aJt) corresponding to the

ASOC contribution. This means that the effective interaction resulting from

the superexchange process also has an antisymmetric part. This last corre¬

sponds to the DM interaction

Ts = -

2_j tt3(7QClsCj^
ij,ss'

n~o> —
- ^2 iav °"^,cL<v

nDM = - £
. tyQlij - {&S1S2VS384 &S.i$iU$lS2 )

u
IJ.S1 --S4

—

l_ ~jj~atj
• (S% x S3) •

(B.12)

The interaction 7iDM is a factor a/t smaller than the usual spin-spin in¬

teraction constant J. While a/t will be less than one, it is not necessarily

small.
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